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1972
Selected As A Best All Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
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Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, May 19, 1972

Finally got a slab poured to sit
the trash cans on. We will have
to employ our ability as a brick
layer to build a screen around
them. We feel sure any brick
layer would get a big laugh out
of our attempts, plus the fact
that it will take us three times
longer than it should. That's the
way the old -cookie crumbles.

Rummage Sale Will
Be Held Saturday
A rummage sale,will be held
at the American Legion Hall
on Saturday, May 20, from eight
a.m. to four p.m.
The sale will be sponsored by
the -Sunnyside Homemakers
Club. All types of items will be
on sale including clothing,
dishes, and household items, a
club spokesman said, —_

Wife Says Wallace Has
Already Begun To Meet
New Challenge To Walk

SILVER SPRING, Md. (AP)
— In his wife's eyes, George C.
Wallace is a scrapper who may
walk again just because his
doctors tell him there isn't
much chance of it, but who
"doesn't need a pair of legs to
use his mind or speak out and
say the things people want to
bear."
"The thing about George:"
said Cornelia Wallace, "is that
he must have a challenge and
what God has given him is the
challenge of his life."
Already he has begun to meet
it, Mrs. Wallace told The Associated Press in an interview.
And if the final verdict from
his doctors is a probable lifetime of paralysis, she said, "he
will take that as a challenge to
show them they're wrong."
The 52-year-old Alabama governor, a candidate for the
Democratic presidential nomination, was shot down in an assassination attempt at Laurel,

Plans Announced
For Swim Program

Md., on the eve of Maryland's
presidential primary.
He won that election Tuesday
and the Michigan primary the
same day. But a .38-caliber pistol bullet which struck his spine
left him, temporarily at least,
without the use of his legs.
The operation to remove that
bullet will probably come in a
week to 10 days, doctors said
Thursday, but it will be at least
two or three months before
Wallace is able to get around
much.
Dr. James Galbraith, University of Alabama neurosurgeon
on the medical team, said Wallace was "resting well and feeling a little better" Thursday.
Wallace volunteers opened an
office in Holy Cross Hospital
where he is being cared for to
handle the deluge of mail and
flowers. The bouquets, however, became so numerous that
they asked area florists not to
deliver any more.
Arthur Herman Bremer, 21,
who is accused of shooting Wallace, remains under tight se(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Plans for the summer swim
Wingo Named Associate
program at the Oaks 'Country
Club have been announced by
._Professor At Eastern
the Swan corrunittee.
Dr. Jack Baker will be the
FREE KITTENS
EDDYVILLE, Ky. (API —
Three kittens, housebroken, swim coach again this year. John Will Wingo, who
resigned
are free to persons for pets. For Children, ages six and seven- as warden of Kentucky
State
information call 436-5523 after teen, of the club are invited to Penitentiary April
28, has been
four p.m.
participate in the program.
appointed associate professor in
The Oaks team and the the Department of Law
EnMurray Country Club team will forcement at Eastern Kentucky
combine to compete as the University in Richmond
, the
Murray Swim team.
Courier-Journal reported Fri"Splash In" for the first day.
practice will be held Friday,
Wingo said at the time he reJackson Purchase
June- 2, at nine a.m. Practice signed tyat Commissi
oner of
Mostly sunny and warm tosessions will be held from nine Corrections Charles J.
day and Saturday. Highs today
Holmes
to 10.30 a.m., Monday through had "suggested"
that he do so.
in the upper 70s to lower 80s.
Friday, at the Oaks pool.
Wingo had been warden- at the
Fair and mild tonight with lows
For information call Mrs
Maximum security institution
in the mid 50s. Highs Saturday
W.J. Pittman 753-6045 or Mrs
seven years. Eastern President
in the low 80s. Partly cloudy
Kenneth Adams 753-2378.
Dr. Robert R. Martin said
and continued warm Sunday.
Wingo will assume his duties at
Kentucky Extended outlook
Eastern Aug. 31.
PARTY CANCELLED
Sunday through Tuesday.
The
skating
party,
planned
Fair in the west with a
chance of thundershowers in for fourth through sixth grade
MEETING PLANNED
the east Sunday through Tues- at the Murray Country Club on
A meeting for all Beauty
Sunday.
May
21,
has
been
day. No important temperature
Salon owners will be held
change. Highs in the upper 70s postponed, according to the
Monday, May 22, at 7:30 p.m. at
chiarman
Mrs.
Don
Overbey.
,
A
to 80s. Lows in the 50s and low
the
Kut 'n Kurl Beauty Shop. All
new
date
will
be announced
60s.
later.
-" owners are urged W attend.
-

The Weather
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Nixon Readies
For Departure
To Soviet Union

Senate Races
Top Kentucky
Primary Fare

-There's only one thing that
bothers
me about this
revolution bit", said one radical
to another. "What happens to
our unemployment checks when
we overthrow the government."
Kv.....w)—..4...!Lati2ii and beholden to special
- -•
Fellow says the present Kentuckians will have a variety interests.
generation of females far of election fare for Tuesday's
In the congressional field, all
outstrips all others.
Senate and congressional pri- the incumbents—four Demomaries, with four legislative crats and two Republicans .are
Lois Keller's name is Lois not special elections and a court of favored to win nomination.
Lola as we had it yesterday.
appeals race to add some interA spirited contest has develest.
oped in the newly revised 6th
The Zinnias we planted
The focus is on the U.S. Sen- District, which includes more
Monday are already up.
ate races. Former Gov- Louie of Northern Kentucky and less
B. Nunn is favored to win over of the Bluegrass fringes than
Got the old iron wash kettle at four rivals—Robert Gable, W. previously.
wife's old homeplace and took it Howard Clay, George Wooton
Former Atty. Gen. John Breout to Jim Smothers place. He and Thurman Havlin.
ckinridge is regarded as the
sandblasted all the dirt and rust
State Sen. Dee Huddleston of leading Democrat, but has been
off of it and we painted it flat Elizabethtown is the democrat- challenged vigorously by Thomblack. Filled it with rich dirt ic frontrunner, also with four as Ward, whose slogan is "Vote
and planted it full of Portulaca. opponents—Sandy
Hock- the man, not the name.- Also
ensmith, Willis Johnson, James in that race is state Rep. Philip
It should provide some eye Wallace and Charles Van King of Covington.
filling moments during the Winkle.
The 6th's incumbent, John
summer since these little plants ( The Republican contest has Watts, died months ago and his
livened in the closing days, post was filled by state Rep.
bloom in many colors.
with Gable hammering at Nunn William Curtin, who has deShrine Club sends wife a pot as a party dictator and con- clined to seek renomination
of Chrysanthemums while she tending Nunn may be running leaving the race wide open.
is in the hospital. Yesterday we Clay's campaign.
Nominees for two state SenNunn's spokesmen have de- ate and two state House posts
set them out along the walk and
they look right good. They'll nied the charge involving Clay are to be chosen next Tuesday.
continue to bloom since we put and Nunn has decried what he
The most interesting developthem out in the soil, fertilized calls the low tone of Gable's ment
seems to be in the 50th
them and keep them well campaigning.
House district of Nelson an73
watered. Also they'll come up
All is relatively quiet on the Anderson
counties where Mrs.
Democratic •front, with Hudagain next year.
Kathryn Kraus, though winning
dleston ignoring his opponents
a 4-3 majority from the Nelson
Giving living plants is nice and Hockensmith, who pedaled, Democrat
ic executive combecause you can enjoy them for and hiked across the state, crit- mittee,
was shunted aside as
icizing him as a packaged canyears.
didate of the state acirninis(Continued on Page Sixteen)
A lot of folks put up a living
Christmas tree, all balled with
burlap. They just put it in a
small tub, keep it watered while
it is in the house and when the
Yuletide cpason is over, they
take off the decorations, and set
it out in the yard.
A good neighbor comes up
with an idea of what to use for
ash trays on the patio. Or even'
the yard. Get some flower pots,
paint them in colors, fill with
about half
dirt and the rest
with sand. Cigarettes can be
dunked in the pots and the yard
looks much nicer. The pots also
look good sitting around.

10. Per Copy

Grayson McClure, al Taylor Motors, gives Mayor Holmes Ellis the keys
to two new police cars,
recently purchased by godly.City Councilman Buel Stalls and Police
Chief James Brown were also
present to accept the cam

WASHINGTON • (API — As
administration sources report a
U.S.-Soviet strategic-arms-control accord virtually ready for
announcement, President Nixon
is moving into a final round of
conferences prior to departure
Saturday for his Moscow summit talks.
An unusual secret session
with the Soviet ambassador to
the United States preceded Nixon's planned meeting today
with Congressional leaders and

Murray High School Senior Class Bomb
Dedicates Tiger To Sam Sumner
The members of the 1972
graduating class at Murray
High School dedicated their
yearbook, The Tiger, to Sam
Sumner, 103
South Eighth
Street.
In making the presentation at
as.sembly Thursday morning,.
Mary Ann Taylor, editor-inchief of the yearbook,said: "We
have chosen a man who al vs
has a smile and who has been
our friend throughout the
years."
Sumner began
*. a
High SchoolworkMuay in
y,
1963. When the move to the fie
school was made this yeari he
remained at his job las
custodian at Murray
School,
During the Honors pr
Thursday, Miss Murray
Miss Susan Johnson, thug
of Mr. and Ml's. Chartlik
Johnson, was also presented.
Principal Eli Alexander made
awards to the new members of

Luther Robertson
PTA Meets Monday
The Luther -Robertson
Parent-Teacher Association
will have its final meeting of
the year on Monday, May 22, at
seven p.m. A special music
program will be presented by
the second grade classes under
the direction
of Mrs. Joan
Bowker.
New officers for the 1972-73
school year will be installed.
They
are:
Mrs. Philip
Weydener, president; Mrs.
Rufus Hamilton, first vice
president; Mrs. Bruce Thomas,
second vice president; Mrs.
Ronnie Babb, secretary: and
Mrs. Buddy Spann, treasurer.
All members and interested
persons are invited to attend
this final meeting of the year.

Kirksey PTA Will
Hold Final meet
Of Year Tuesday
The .Kirksey Parent-Teacher
Association will hold its. final
meetimi of the school year on
Tuesday., May 23, at 1111 PAX.
at the school. Members.uote the
earlier time. Mrs. Laura Jennings' first
grade class will present the
program. The devotion will be
given by Mrs. Billy Joc Crick.
New officers will be installed.
Mothers of children starting to
first grade in the fall u ill be
special guests.
Hostesses for the social hour
will be mothers of Mr. Nancy
Lovett's second and third grade
room and Mrs. Chen; Dailey'
second grade room
Shrine Club Niccts
The Murray Calbm,,t County
Shrine Club will h1
social
meeting of. the month on
Saturday at 6:30 11.11 at the
Woodmen of the World Hall. A
Potluck supper. will Ix, 'old with
entertainment to fo, ,w. All
local Shriners are 1.1 ited to
attend.

Blows Out
Two Inside Walls
In Pentagon Today

Sam Sumner.
Quill and Scroll, Johnny ScOtt,
Paula Lyons, Roderick Reed,
and Anne Ryan Cooper. all from
the newspaper staff, and Mary
Ann Taylor and Patsy -Fitts
from the yearbook staff.
Johnny Scott, Gail Russell
and Mary Ann Taylor also
received certificates from the
University of Kentucky for their
outstanding work in journalism
during the past year. Alexander
announced the awards in
Spanish and French which have
been publicized and the
scholarship winners to date.
Mrs. Joan Bowker presented
a program of numbers by
members of
of the choral
department of the school.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A
bomb exploded in a restroom at
the Pentagon early today, blew
out two interior walls and sent
tons of water from broken
pipes gushing through offices
and a shopping concourse.
An antiwar organization
claimed responsibility for the
blast.
Few workers were in the
area at the time and officials
said this prevented injuries.
Police aided by a dog specially trained to sniff out explosives continued an exhaustive search of the sprawling
military headquarters complex
even as the Pentagon's 22,000
employes showed up for .work
six hours later. No more bombs
were found.
The fourth-floor women's
washroom was demolished—fixtures were shattered, the ceiling caved in and a 217-foot hole
blasted through the floor.
Most of the damage from the
blast was confined to the bathroom area.
Despite the 'problems, Brig.
Gen. Daniel James said, "it's
business as usual today."
James is the deputy assistant

Committee Compiling Brochure
Of Old Murray State Pictures
Do you have any pictures of, the person who
sent them in.".
or related to, Murray State
Especially needed, Fazi said.
University which you would like are pictures
of the physical
to have included in a special, 72- facilities,
as well as pictures of
page brochure being prepared student
life, sports and faculty
in conjunction with the
and staff during any era of the
university's 50th Anniversary^ 1922-1972 span.
If so, an eight-member
Serving on the committee
committee would like to see and with Fazi are:
consider them for possible use
Dr. LI Hortin, director of
in the brochure.
journalism; Dr. Ray Mofield,
"We have'a lot of fine pic- chairman
of the Department of
tures from .which to choose," Communication; Mrs. Lochie
said Frank Fazi, director of Hart. former
member of the
a
printing services at the Board of Regents,
Murray;
university and chairman of the Theron Bucy, design artist
at
anniversary brochure corn; the university; Charles L.
mittee, "but we are sure there Eldridge, director of school
are many othersin theirAnds of relationS
;- Jim' Williams,
graduate, foriner students and publisher of The Ledger
&
friends of the university which Times, and MX. Garrott,
would add much
to our director of public relations at
Ol ure
-.-Mureay-State.
"We only need to have a
Scheduled for delivery in
picture long enough to make a September,the brochure will
be
photo Copy of it," he went on. offered for sale at a nominal
"and any picture or pictures price. It will devote 12 pages to
loaned to us for this purpose will an over-all history of
the
be handled carefully and university's first 50 years
and
returned within a few days to 12 pages of pictures to each of
the owner. Also, all pictures the five 10-year periods
covered
obtained this way and used in from 1922-1972.
the brochure will be credited to
Members of the committee
are now collecting pictures and
information for the
various
decades to be depicted.
If you have a picture or a
number of pictures which you
The Kirksey United Methodist feel warrants consideration for
Men will assemble at seven use in the brochure, the coma.m. on Sunday. May 21. in the mittee would welcome the
fellowship hall of the church. opportunity to see and possibly
This will be a family event use them. Fazi pointed out.
with all women to be honored.
Pictures may be turned in to
Gary Mohler will serve as the any member of the conunittee,
Porgrant Chairm-ao for this
or will be picked up if you will
day.
call 762-2798. All pictures ofOther youth members of the
fered for consideration should
church will assist in the
be received not later than
program.
Friday. June 16.

Methodist Men Of
Kirksey Plans Meet

secretary of Defense for public
affairs.
The restroom is located on
the Pentagon's E-ring, the outermost of five rings, in the fivesided building.
FBI agents sifted through the
rubble, looking for clues and
James said that until the investigation is completed they were
not "prepared to say what type
of explosive device" was used.
The explosion came six hours
before stringent security provisions, requiring inspection of
all packages and briefcases
brought into the Pentagon, the
world's largest office building,
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Olympics For
Handicapped
Is Saturday _
Between 300 and 400 mentally
handicapped children from the
21 westernmost counties of
Kentucky are expected to
participate in the Special
Olympics regional cortspetition
at Murray 'State University
Saliiiday, May 20.
Sponsored by the Kentucky
Association for Retarded
Children, the day-long program
will begin in Cutchin Stadium
with registration at 8 a.m.,
opening ceremonies at 9 a.m.
and the beginning of competition at 10 a.m.
Participants will be assigned
to competitive divisions on the
bases of age and actual performance in preliminaries. The
Student Council for Exceptional
Children on the Murray State
campus will coordinate the
day's events.
Allan' Beane and Clayton
Hargrove, graduate students in
special education at. Murray
State, are the co-chairmen for
the cagiunat Special Olympics
et‘ent. beane said the purpose is
to promote the developmept al
confidence among the mentally
handicapped through positive
and successful experience in
sports.
"Competition often enables
the retarded to build a selfimage associated with success
rather than failure," he added.
"Sometimes success on the
playing field has carry-over
value into the classroom, . the
home, and the workshop."
Winners from the region will
advance to conipetition at the
state level June 9-11.
Besides Beane and Hargrove
members. of the executive
committee for the Special
Olympics are: Mrs. Billie
Downing, director of mental
retardation at Murray State;
and Mrs. Kay Ligon, instructor
of special education.
Subconunittee chairmen for
the event are: Charles
Eldridge-, promotion and
finance; Dr. Jack Baker,
games;
Barry
Polston,
program; and Rev. Paul
Thornhill, special events.

with Vice President Spiro T.
Agnew, just back from a Far
East tour that included a Viet-ram visit.-Accompanied by presidential
adviser Henry Kissinger, Soviet
Ambassador Anatoliy F. Dobrynin flew by helicopter in the
wee hours Thursday to the se'"Aided Camp David, Md., retreat where Nixon had been
since Tuesday preparing for his
talks beginning Monday with
Soviet leaders. Dobrynin and
Nixon conferred for about an
hour on Thursday, White House
Press Secretary Ronald L.
Ziegler said in disclosing the
trip after Dobrynin and Kissinger flew back to Washington.
Ziegler wouldn't divulge what
was discussed, but the mountaintop conference was believed
to have included the movement
toward an agreement to check
the missile race.
Administration sources said
they anticipate a strategicarms control accord will be
ready for announcment during
Nixon's eight-day Soviet visit.
The President flies Saturday
to Salzburg, Austria, where he
will rest until Monday when he
travels on to Moscow. He has
scheduled brief stops in Iran
and Poland en route back to
the United States.
Administration sources said
agreement has been reached in
principle on a first-step armscontrol pact. They added that
U.S. and Soviet negotiators are
working at an intensive pace in
Helsinki with a goal—barring
any last-minute snags—of completing drafts in time for the
Moscow summit.
The proposed accord is said
to be in two parts. One is a
treaty which would limit U.S.
and Soviet antiballistic missiles. The second is an interim
agreement which would put
ceilings on land-and submarinelaunched missiles. The United
States and the Soviet Union
joined Thursday in ratifying an
international treaty barring
emplacement of nuclear weapons on sea beds outside the 12mile territorial limits.
Ratification by the sponsoring
(Continued on Page Sixteen)

Governor Awards
Grant To Clinics
FRANKFORT, Ky. API' —
Gov. Wendell Ford has announced a $100,000 grant from
his contingency fund to the
Commission For Handicapped
Children.
He said the grant will go to
restore a number of treatment
programs curtailed recently because of an unexpected increase in patient load, _
Certain clinics experienced a
110 per cent increase in the
number of children being trated
this year, he said. The increase
in Jefferson County was 20 per
Lent.
Ford said that with the grant
the commission will Iv able to
resumt its normal schedule of
services to more than '20.000
Kentucky children a year.
The commission. established
in 1924. provides medical services to needy thildren oiler
the age of 21_ Handicaps
treated include hearing And
sight loss, heart disease. cleft
palate, club foot, spinal and
other neutrological disorders.
CUBA SPEAKER
A. I.. Kayo Willis, advisor of
teacher training at Murray
State University. will be the
speaker at the cotnmencement
exercises at Cuba High School
on Monday, May 22. at eight
p.m. Twenty-five seniors will
receive their diplomas.
FREE DOG
Good natured, half Collie and
half Shepherd, dog, male, that
loves children is free to
someone for pet. For information call 7534586.
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—
According to one
knowledgeable forecast, the
1974 General Assembly will
prohibit strip mining in Eastern
Kentucky unless major improvements are made in
pollution
control
and
reclamation during the next two
years.
That prediction was made by
acting state Reclamation
Director Buddy A. Beach, who
recently warned coal industry
leaders that strip mining is on a
two-year probation in Kentucky.
"I don't know just what
course the legislature might
take, whether it would
drastically reduce slope limits
or simply ban the industry
outright,"
Beach
said.
"However, I can't imagine any
iustffication for a ban in
Western Kentucky because
mining produces little environmental damage there and
reclamation is progressing."
Several anti-strip-mining
bills, which in effect would have
abolished the industry in
Kentucky, were introducted
during the 1972 legislative
session, but none reached the
floor of either house.
However, Beach
feels
pressure against strip mining
as at an all-time high and action
may be taken in 1974 unless
ways are found to protect the
mountains and streams.
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Naming Names
_In many news situation&more will be printed than
may have been customary in the recent past
because the public is requiring greater incisiveness
in what it reads and hears.
The self-cleaning efforts within the democratic
system of freedom demand an informed public that
is insisting on being better informed. Burdened with
a multiplicity of laws beyond the capacity of police
to enforce, the public is calling upon governmental
agencies to make known the violators of regulations,
orders, administrative rulings, on the theory that
certain results can be achieved through the use of
publicity.
New York City has begun to announce the names
of restaurants and markets which violate the health
codes. The New York State Department of
Agriculture and Markets is naming those who fail to
meet the state requirements as to marketing and
meat inspection, milk sanitation and also is listing
the establishments from which bad meat and foods
COMMISSIONER
have beep seized.
Sanitation requirements are drafted on behalf of
consumers and the whole society. Many consumers
and much of society determine their purchasing
habits after learning who breaks the standards.
In periods of mistrust the truth has a way of
getting out. This becomes the best guidance that
citizens can possess, and they are increasingly insistent upon getting the names and places. The
public is not powerless when it learns the truth. The
Wendell P. Butter
same public today is relying upon their brand of
Commislowir of Agnattuore
power in asking that facts be printed so they can
form their own opinions as to what is right and
With the 1972 fair season
wrong and make their own decision accordingly.—
about ready to get into full
Huntington (W.Va.) Herald—Dispatch.
swing, exhibitors should be

BUTLER

LOOKS
AT

re

t. oi

Uric°

Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE

The Murray City Council authorized the purchase
of a deluge nozzle at a cost of $519.90 for use by the
Murray Fire Department in fighting fires. More
hose for the fire department was also purchased.
Mrs. Gus Nix of 320 Irvan Street, age 84, died
yesterday at the Murray Hospital.
Shawn Bucy,-15-year old son of Major and Mrs.
Solon Bucy, presented a musical program at the
meeting of the Murray Rotary Club.
The senior agricultural students from Murray
College High and Calloway County High Schools
were guests of the Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association at a grilled hamburger supper at
the City Park.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TINES FILE

Berry Hendon, age 77, died May 17 at his
home, 104
North 6th Street.
The TVA will pay Calloway County $3,946.70 in
lieu
of taxes, according to a release received
from
Knoxville, Tenn.
The contract for construction of the DexterKentucky 94 road from one mile east of Dexter
to
' Kentucky 94 for a distance of 61/2 miles has
been
awarded.
Jack Story, coach of the state champion Cuba
Cubs, has been named basketball covh at Mayfiel
d
High School.
-*
Miss Lochie Faye Hart, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
'George Hart of Murray,irclured as she receive
d
a lei of a baby orchids on being elected president of
.Beta Sigma Beta social sorority at Stephens College,
,Columbus, Mo.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
That thou mayest walk in the way of good men.
and keep the paths of the righteous.—Proverbs 2:20.
A man is known by the company he keeps. Kindness and honesty are contagious.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet
The difference between today and tomorrow is
slight. Both days have the same sun and the said
moon: Only the headaches will differ. Today's hurts
more thanyesterday's headache, because we have it
today—and I am not necessarily referring to Lyndon
B. Johnson and Richard M. Nixon.
"When the head aches all the
body is out of tune."
—Don Quixote

mindful of State livestock
health regulations.
The
Department
of
Agriculture's Division of
Livastock Sanitation advises
that it is important that
exhibitors get all animal health
papers in order in advance of
their first show date. For
livestock owners who exhibited
animals last year, I would point
out
that
the
health
requirements are the same this
year.
If a person is not familiar with
what the health regulations are,
he should contact the Division
of Livestock Sanitation office in
Frankfort. I will not attempt to
cover the various requirements
for out-of-state animals, but for
Kentucky livestock, the general
provisions are as follow:
1. All animals except as noted
shall be accompanied Wish
approved health certificee.
Health certificates shall be void

FRIDAY—MAY 19, 1972

End To Strip Mining Forecast
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one hundred twenty 1201 days
after issuance.
2. If animals are from
tuberculosis accredited or
brucellosis certified herds,
health certificates shall show
accreditation and certification
number with date of last herd
test for tuberculosis and
brucellosis.
3. Animals infected with
warts, ringworm, or any infectious or communicable
disease are not eligible for
entry.
Normally, it takes about 4
days to get health papers approved. This means that an
exhibitor cannot wait until the
day before a show and attempt
to get his health certificates in
order.
For information beyond
these basic provisions, - an
exhibitor should contact the
Division of Livestock Sanitation
Office in Frankfort. Copies of
the regulations are available to
persons desiring them.

THE
FAMILY LAWYER717
"Pedestrian"
on Skates

But this works both ways. The
status of pedestrian may involve
duties as well as rights. Thus:
A woman climbed down from
Roller skating on the sidewalk,
six•year-old Teddy was hit by a a trolley car and started jaywalkdelivery truck backing out of a ing toward an opposite corner.
driveway. In short order, Teddy's Struck and injured by a passing
parenUa aimed a damage suit at taxicab, she later sued the cab
company for damagtt When the'
the trucking company.
company pointed to an ordinance against jaywalking by pedestrians, the woman replied:
"Until I reached the sidewalk
was still f passenger, not a
pedestrian. Therefore, the ordinance against jaywalking did not
apply to me."
However, the court turned
down her excuse. The judge said
her status changed from passen-

Chinch Bugs
Threaten Lawns
lawn care and garden pest
specialists are joining forces
this season to sound a warning
about the annual invasion of
chinch bugs.
This year's chinch bug attack
is'expected to seriously injure
or kill many acres of residential
and commercial lawns. In hot
weather chinch bugs can build
up to severely damaging
populations in as little as two
weeks.
The first danger signal is
small brown patches which tend
to increase in size as well as
number. To confirm the
presence of chinch gugs,
homeowners should inspect the
grass carefully where the
damage seems to be taking
place. A more positive method
is to cut both ends off a metal
can and insert one end into the
ground over the line between
healthy and dead grass. Fill the
Can with water. If chinch bugs
are present, they will float to
the surface in about five
minutes.
Adult chinch bugs are small
black insects approximately 1-5
of an inch long with white
patches on their wings. The
wings are folded back over their
bodies.
Younger chinch bugs range in
size from 1-20 of an inch, or
about the size of a pin head, to
nearly adult size. They are red
in color with a white band
across their backs.
Turf specialsists emphasize
that chinch bugs won't be found
where the lawn is already dead.
They feed only on the juice in
leaves and stems of living
grass.
Once the insects have been
detected, rapid action is
required to check further
spreading. Insect and turf
experts recommend applying
an insecticide such as Aspon,an
environmentally-safe chemical
that provides fast and effective
control of all species of chinch
bugs.
One of -the -least hazardous'
materials developed for chinch
bug control, it remains in the
soil only long enough to protect
a lawn through a single season.
Liquid formulations are made
for .applying through a
sprinkling can or hose
proportioner. Granular formulations can be applied with a
lawn spreader. Aspen is sold
under a number of different
brand names in garden supply
stores. In all cases the name
Aspen appears on the different
brand labels.

ger to pedestrian at the moment
she got off the trolley.
What is your status if you have
car trouble on the road and have
to use your feet? In one
At the trial, they noted that man was run down while case, a
pedestrians on sidewalks had the behind his stalled car to walking
set out
right of way over motor vehicles, warning flares on the highway.
"Maybe so," conceded the When he sued, he was blamed by
$40 BILLION MORE
company. "But this boy was not the other driver
for not
During 1970, American's
really a 'pedestrian' at all. He on the left side of the walking
road—
was a roller skater."
spent $114 billion for food, aclike any other pedestrian.
However, the court upheld
But the court ruled that, at counting for some 16-percent of
Teddy's claim. The judge said: least in these circumstances, he their disposable income. If
"While a pedestrian is ordin- could not fairly be classified as American
consumers were
arily one who travels on foot, a pedestrian. 'The court said hr
the mere circumstance that he was simply a motorist having an spending the same percentage
of their take-home pay today as
has attached to his feet roller emergency.
they did 20 years ago, they
skates, or walks on stilts, or uses
crutches, does not clothe him
would be spending in the range
with any other character than
United
States
honey of $40 billion more for food per
that of a pedestrian."
production was down last year. year
Local traffic laws often grant At 206,326,000 lbs., it was II'
special rights to pedestrians over percent below the 1970 output.
motorists. In most cases, as in
The wood turtle is unusually
The U.S.D.A. points to a decline
this one, courts have given the in the number
intelligent, and tests indicate
contributi
ng to that has the ability of a
word "pedestrian" a broad meanrat in
it
the lower production.
ing.
solving mazes

He called for better enforcement or regulations and
improved industry cooperation
in controlling mine drainage,
slides and revegetation.
"We need stricter enforcement of our current
drainage regulations, which
would effectively close some
areas
by
making
it
economically unfeasible to
mine there," 'each said. "And
we must have better treatment
to bring drainage up to acceptable levels before it leaves
the mine site."
Beach said he feels important
progress already in being made
in controlling siltation.
New regulations now require
certification of all siltation
control structures by the state
Division of Water to ensure
keeping silt within limits acceptable to aquatic life and
water supply requirements.
Although state regulations on
slope and bench width limits
have reduced strip mine slides
in recent years, Beach said
more effort is still needed.
He said stricter enforcement
is required to prevent poor
bench drainage and its resulting
impounded water and loosened
spoil material. Such action
greatly increases the possibility
of slides.
"Much of this problem also
could be eliminate right at the
beginning, when the mine application is filed," Beach said.
"Better
examination
of
proposed mine sites would
delete areas where slides might
be
probable or where they
might threaten homes or
streams."
Reclamation of strip mine
sites has long been a bone of
contention between miners and
environmentalists and Beach
said changes are needed in that
area.
"We have fallen down by
allowing areas to go and go
from one growing season to
another, waiting to see if
vegetation will come up, instead
of seeing that the job is done
right the first time," he said.
"It was originally thought
that, if ydy left these areas as
they ire, things eventually
woad -begin to grow. This has
not proven to be the case."
If other approaches fail, he
said areas which produce acid
spoil, where vegetation will not
grow, should be closed to
Beach stressed that these
improvements will require
PIANIST TO NARRATE
LANCASTER, Pa 1A P —
Concert pianist Andre Watts,
25. will take on a role for the
first time at the old Fulton Opera Rouse here April 23. when
he narrates Aaron Copland's "A
Lincoln Portrait
The performance is by the
Lancaster Symphony Orchestra
under the baton of Louis Vyner
The evening is a benefit commemorating the orchestra's
25th anniversary. The young
black pianist is donating his
services
Conductor Vyner gave Watts
his first professional engage-

ment. when Watts was only 10
Watts played the Mendelssohn
'tG Minor Piano Concerto and
received $25. at a Lancaster
Symphony Young People's Concert His current fee per concert is between $6.000 and
.000

increased efforts by both the
industry and the Division of
Reclamation, some of which
already are underway.
The division now is taking
greater care in
inspecting
proposed mine sites before
applications are approved, and
Gov. Wendell Ford has
aulhorlIeri the hiring of extra

inspectors by the agency..
We are not trying to be
overly restrictive on the strip
mine industry, we simply are
trying to bring pollution control
and reclamation up to a level
acceptable to the people and to
the environment," Beach said.
"I, think the people of Kentucky
want to see the coal industry
grow and prosper, but not if it
means losing our mountains
and streams."
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Mrs. Ralph Nelson
Hostess For Bessie
Tucker Meeting

Mrs. George Hart,
Mrs. W. Z. Carter
Present Program

The Bessie Tucker Circle of
the United Methodist Women
from the First United Methodist
Church held its May meeting in
the home of Mrs. Ralph Nelson.
Mrs. Nell Eaton, who was in
charge of the program,gave the
devotion based on the book,
"The Spiritual Path".
She introduced the speaker,
Rev. John Jones, pastor of the
Kirksey United Itgethodist
Church. His very kiteresting
and inspiring talk was entitled,
"From the Ark to the Arc and
Trhough the Arcs", in which he
stressed the arcs of faith,
compassion and healing.
Following the program, Mrs.
Richard Tuck, chairman,
conducted the business session.
Minutes were read, roll was
called, and the treasurer's.
report was given.
Annduncements from the
General Society Meeting were
made. The group was informed
that the name Woman's Society
of Christian Service has been
changed to United Methodist
Women.
Plans were made for serving
dinner to the Administrative
Board in June.
The hostess, Mrs. Nelson,
served delicious refreshments
to the thirteen members
present.
The next meeting will be June
13 with Mrs. Will M. Beale,
hostess, and Mrs.
Hugh
Houston in charge of the
program.
MUSICAL M N
ST LOUIS, Mo (AP) Sister
Mary Ramona Vcrela of the Benedictine Sisters of Perpetual Adoration has been writing original guitar
music to supplement the traditional
organ music usai in liturgical services, .,
Sister Ramona has also written a
book of psalm music for guitar with
accompaniment
separate
organ
called -Harmony.- and recorded
an album of the same name

The Christian Women's
Fellowship' of the First
Christian Church was hod to
church women from the First
Methodist United, Baptist,
Presbyterian, Seventh Day
Adventist, in its regular
meeting in the church library
Tuesday morning.
The occasion of the open
meeting was to hear and see
slides of a recent freighter trip
through the Mediterranean
countries, by three of the
members.
Hodges,
Mrs.
Harlan
president, opened the business
session with a welcome to the
guests and members. The
devotion was given by Mrs.
James Boone. -

Pictured above are members sad armors el a newly organised Intiermatisael Students'Mem Club
of Murray State University.
Left to Right,front row: Mrs.Nancy Cm*,Briessburg; Mrs.ILSTOU Sigel, Tokyo, Jape; Mn.Paul
Pongpitoon,Iran; Mrs. Hugh
Noffsinger,Murray; Mrs.Jame Crider,Elm Grove; Back row,Mrs. Wadi Mafoud,Iran; Mrs.George Holland,
Cherry Corner; Mrs.
Crawford Ray,Cherry Corner; Mrs. Bertha Divine, Murray. Not pictured but attending the meeting
were Mrs. W. A. Erwin,
Kirksey; Mrs. Wilma Cooper,Tokyo, Japan; Mrs. Ugur CosInmer,Turkey; and Mrs. Jose Piss, Colombia,
South American; and
special guests Miss Maria Elena Michell,South America; Miss Osgul Cosk-nner,Turkey; and little Miss
Anna Erwin,Kirksey.
The organisational meeting of the International Students' Wives Club was held in the home of
the iq)onsor, Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger,
Murray, anid a second meeting was held in the home of co-sponsor, Mrs. W. A. Erwin, Route 2,
Kirksey. The next meeting is
scheduled for May 25and will be a family picnic,at II a.m.at Ken Lake Park.
This club was organised to promote Mendshin among the International Students' wives of Murray State
University and allow
them the opportunity to get better acquainted with America through the American home. It is a fellowship
and craft club. A
participation program in Artex Painting was enjoyed at the April meeting with instructional supervision by
Mrs. George Holland
and Mrs. W. A. Erwin. Five area Baptist churches are represented among the sponsors and associate
sponsors, Murray First,
IiIrksel, Elm Grove, Cherry Corner, and Briensburg.

Friday,'May 19
Teen Town will be held at the
First United Methodist Church
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. Cost will be
fifty cents per person.
Saturday, May 20
Tryouts for boys and gir
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Mrs. Moffett Opens
Home For Alice
Waters Meeting

FBIRTHSj

BRASHEAR BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Brashear
of New Concord are the parents
of a baby boy, Andrew Francis,
The Alice Waters Circle of weighing six pounds eleven
the First United Methodist ounces, born on Monday, May
Church met Tuesday, May 9, 15, at 1:07 p.m. at the MurrayEighth grade and twelfth
with Mrs. W. E. Moffett at her Calloway County Hospital.
grade graduates of 1972 and
home at Panorama Shores.
The new father is a student
their parents of the community
Mrs. I. B. Mayfield, Chair- and also employed at Murray
will be honored with a potluck
man presided. The minutes and State University.
dinner at the Poplar Spring
roll call were by the secretary,
Grandparents are Mr. and
Baptist Church at seven p.m.
Mrs. A. M. Alexander. Mrs. E. Mrs. Dennis Brashear of
J.
Haverstock
Hazard and Rev. and Mrs.
gave
treasurer's report.
Oliver Hawkins of Springfield.
Sunday, May 21
Mrs. W. B. Graves, Spiritual Great grandparents are Mrs.
The annual homecoming will
be held at Martin's Chapel Growth Chairman, reported on Polly Brashear of Hazard, Mr.
United Methodist Church with the hew name for the and Mrs. Clay Grace of Hazel
regular services, basket dinner, organization "United Methodist and Michigan City, Ind., Mr.
Women" and the first-purpose-- and Mrs. Clay Hawkins of
and gospel singing.
of the new organization -Td Hardinsburg, and Mr. and Mrs.
Know God and the Bible".
Fred Ottersbach of Louisville.
Monday, May 22
Mrs. G. C. Ashcraft, Sunshine
The Murray Woman's Club Chairman
WALLACE GIRL
reported cards sent
will have a dinner meeting at
Mr. and Mrs. Jon Wallace of
to the sick and shut-ins.
the club house at six p.m.
An invitation was given by the Benton Route Eight are the
Reservations should be made ladies
of the First Christian parents of a baby girl, Kristi
by Friday, May 19, with
Church to meet with them on Lee, weighing five pounds
department chairmen.
Tuesday morning, May 16th. It fourteen ounces, born on
was voted the Alice Waters Tuesday, May 16, at two p.m. at
Tuesday, May 23
Circle host a Green Tea the Murray-Calloway County
The Current Missions Group Tuesday,
June 20, for the Hospital.
of the Baptist Women of the
The new father is self emReelfoot Mission.
Memorial Church will meet at
Mrs. Cortez Byers was in ployed as a building contractor.
two p.m. at the church.
Grandparents are Mr. and
charge of the program opening
Mrs. Edgar Wallace of Benton
with
a
devotion
subject
on
the
The Murray Quota Club will
Route Eight and Mr. and Mrs.
meet at 12 noon at the Triangle "Lip Service without Action". Reese Murray of Benton
Route
She
introduced
Rev.
Fred
Inn.
.Three_ Great _grandparents are
Morton who gave a most
The Omicron Alpha Chapter
tekesting
talk
on
the Mrs. W. C. Cox and Mr. and
of Tau Phi Lambda will meet at "Disconcerting
Nature of the Mrs. 011ie Murray, all of
the home of Mrs. Martha An- Christian
Benton, and Mr. and Mrs. W. A.
Faith".
drus at seven p.m.
A delicious potluck luncheon Wells of Eddyville.
The Kirksey PTA will meet at was served at noon to fifteen
the school at 1:30 p.m. Members meinbers and two visitors, Rev.
and Mrs. Fred Morton.
please note the earlier time.
leagues of the Kirksey Baseball
Club will be held starting at
eight a.m.

Mrs. Betty Riley
Appointed State
Chairman Of ADK

1

CHARMING,
PRACTICAL
ETIIAN ALLEN
EARLY AMERICAN
HARVEST TABLE
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Thirteen members of Rho
Chapter of Alpha Delta Kappa
attended the State ADK
meeting at
Paducah Community College, April 29:
During the business session
Mrs. Betty , S. Riley was appointed 4 Assistant
State
Membership chairman. Her
territory will be the western
portion of the -SW-6719Ift: June
W.Smith from Rho Chapter was
the retiring recording secretary
of the State Chapter.
The group -heard Mrs. Lillian
Lowery speak about women's
roles in society.
Rho members attending the
meeting were Betty S. Riley,
Clinton Rowlett, Maybelle
Walker, Vela Miller, Bess
Kerlick. June Smith, Lucy
For7est, Doll Reddick, Virgil
Grogan. Agnes McDaniel, Polly
Campbell, Sue Adams, and
Joanna Sykes.
, The X, Chapter of Frankfort
held a reception for retiring
State ADK President Louis
Switzer Friday night, April 27 at
the Holiday Inn in Paducah.
Clinton Rowlett, June Smith,
Vela Miller, Maybelle Walker,
. Betty.S. Rilty. Polly Campbell,
and Agness McDaniel from Rho
Chapter attended the reception.

r-

Mrs. -Howard litsworth--introduced Mrs. George Hart and
Mrs. W.Z. Carter who gave
their experiences by slides and
talks of their two months trip on
a freighter through the
Mecliterrrnean. Ports visited
included Valencia, Spain,
Genoa, Naples, Portofinio, and
Venice, Italy, Trieste, Sousse,
Tunisia, and Casablanca,
Morocco, Boston and New York.
They displayed some of the
"goodies" they purchased
enroute.

aCtlY
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FAMILY SUPPER
Corned Beef
with Cabbage Wedges.
Potatoes and Carrots
Horseradish
Bread Tray
Fruit Compote
Old-fashioned Cupcakes,
OLD-FASHIONED
CUPCAKES
A reader's request
1/4 cup sifted cake flour
3/4 teaspoon baking powder
1/8 teaspoon salt
1/4 cup butter
1/2 cup sugar
1/4 teaspoon vanilla
t egg
1/4 cup milk
On wax paper sift together
the flour, baking powder and
salt. In a medium mixing bowl
cream butter, sugar and vanilla, thoroughly beat in egg With
a spoon, beat in flour mixture in
two additions alternately with
milk, just until smooth after
each addition Put paper baking
cups in medium muffin-pan
cups (each 1/3 cup capacity);
turn batter into cups filling
about half full. Bake in a preheated 350-degree oven until a
cake tester inserted in center
about 20 to
comes out clean
25 minutes. Remove rakes (do
not remove paper cups) And
cool on wire rack Frost as
desired. Makes 10

Mrs. Howard Bucy Installed President
Of Almo School PTA At Regular Meeting
Tom Rushing, now associate-with the Bank of Murray and
former principal at Almo
School, was the guest speaker.
He recalled events that had
taken place during the years he
had been principal of different
schools.
Mrs. Terry Walter gave the
devotion followed by prayer by
Mr. Rushing.
George Dowdy, principal,.
expressed his appreciation for.
the cooperation of all parents
during the past year. He told the
parents he would not be principal at Almo for the next school
year.
By-laws were approved for— _---the new Parents-Teachers Club.
The room count was won by
Miss Adams' second grade.

New officers of the Almo
School Parent-Teacher
Association were installed at
the regular meeting held
Monday, May 8, at two o'clock
in the afternoon at the school.
They are Mrs. Howard Bucy,
president; Mrs. Terry Walter,
vice-president; Mrs. Larry
Woodall, secretary; Mrs.
Kenneth Starks, treasurer.
Mrs. M. D. McGinnis,retiring
president, installed the officers.
The new
president, Mrs.
Highlights of the trip included Bucy, presented Mrs. M
the excavated
Pompeii, McGinnis with an engraved
destroyed by the ashes of plaque for her services as PTA
erupting Mt. Vesuvius; being a president for the past two years.
guest in the home of the ship's
captain in Rujecka, Yugoslovia,
the home port of the freighter,
Klekk; a view of the cemetery
in Trieste where some of the
American Soldiers of World
War I lost their lives and were
buried.
A lovely courtesy to Miss
Coffee and cookies were
served from a linen covered Susan Sills, bride-elect of
table which was graced by a Stephen Douglass, was a breakbouquet of spring flowers and fast hosted by Mrs. Joe Thurman and Mrs. Ruby Roberts
silver appointments.
Tuesday morning at the Holiday
Inn.
The table was overlaid with a
white cloth and centered with a
mixed arrangement of spring
flowers in a brass container.
Crystal bowls contained
floating flowers from the tulip
The New Concord Parents poplar.
Club held its,regular meeting on
Miss Sills wore a suit of green
Monday, May 8. This was the nylon with a broad white collar
last meeting of the current and white accessories. Her
school year.
corsage was white daisies with
Plans were made to finish matched wedding rings. Mrs.
painting the school on June 1, Ted Sills, mother of the brideelect, and Mrs. Earl Douglass,
starting at 6:30 p.m.
The first grade was in charge mother-in-law to be of the
of the refreshments and the honoree, were presented yellow
devotion. Tracie Beach read the daisy corsages.
The hostesses presented the
Bible and Ricky Waggoner led
guest of honor a piece of her
in prayer
chosen crystal.
New officers installed for the
coming year are Hal WinYou can remove scorch from linchester, president; Ernest
ens by placing the spot between two
Edmenson, vice-president; dampened
turkish towels, then press
Remonia Akers, secretary; the scorched area with a hot iron
Myrtle White. treasurer; The stain will go into the dampened
towels where it will be washed out
Shirley Garrison reporter.

.1

Miss Susan Sills
Honored At Event
At Holiday Inn

Friends Are
A Nice Thing
To Have...

New Concord Club
Installs Officers

THIS EMBLEM IS THE
SIGN OF GOOD BUSINESS AND GOOD
FRIENDS.
For information call:
Linda Adams
Phone
753-2373

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

French Club Hears
Prof. Sagrera At
COOKING
IS FUN Recent Banquet

The newly-formed French
Club of Murray High School
held its first annual spring
banquet on Monday, May 8, at
„seven o'clock in the evening in
the cafeteria of the school.
Forty-eight persons were
present for the potluck dinner.
Special guests included the
upeaker,.. Walter_ Sagr_era, a
professor at Murray State
,University, and his wife Prof.
Sagrear's subject was "French
Culture in Louisiana."
Other guests were Mrs.
Lucille Austin, former French
teacher at Murray High, Eli
Alexander, principal, Mr, and
Mrs. Robert Howard, Mrs.
Phyllis Yewell, and Robert
Houston.
The theme fthe banquet was
"I.es Adverses d'Aurie font
pousser ees Fleurs de Mai"
April showers bring Mya
Flowers). The serving table and
speaker's table were decorated
with fresh Hewers arranged by
Juanita's Flowers. The 'other
tables ad yellow candles encircled with ivy as their centerpiece. Other decorations
were tissue flowers, a crepe
paper umbrella, and canopy.
The decoration committee
consisted of Amanda .Buice,
Martha McKinney, Karla
Wilkinson, Scott Willis, Janey
fwis., Jeannie' Starks. anti
Giner Gilliam.

Mrs. Howard Bea, right, was Installed as president id the
Almo Parent-Teacher Association at th. recent meeting. Other
officers installed were, left to right, Mrs. Larry Weida, secretary; Mn. Keene* Starks, treasurer; Mrs. Terry Waiter,
vice-president.
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The Murray High Tigers won
an easy 14-1 victory over the
South Marshall Rebels here
Thursday for the Fourth
District Baseball Chain-

three-run homer for Murray.
Brown Crouch kept the
momenturn going with a single,
and David .Hughes belted a
double to score Crouch. Dennis
Lane then took first on an error
by the third-baseman. Dean
Willis also reached first on a
fielding error and Hughes came
in to score another tally. Lane
scored the final run of the inning
on an minx by the shortstop.
South got its only score in the
fourth when Cothran and Miller
singled. and Joe Smith knocked
-an in with a third single.
Cotta
Murray High got five more
runs in the seventh to as-siire
them of the victory and a berth
in the Regional Tournament.

Mike Cathey led the way for
the Tigers with a three rim
homer The Tiger sluggers got
their 14 rum off 13 tuts and
committed only three errors
South Marshall got their lone
score off eight hits and cornnutted seven errors.
Ray Lane went the distance
for Murray Sherman Cotta-an
started for the Reba. but was
rep/aced in the sixth by relief
pitcher Paul Reed
Murray started off strong and
never trailed. They started
their scoring spree in the top of Two-Year Contract
tbesecond.with trot.rimsand
PHILADELPHIA • t AP t —
just kept on going,. Bid the Mt
Winger Dave Schultz has
Left
inning
sixth
the
in
story came
when the hard hitting Tigers signed a two year contract with
the
sent six runs around the bases the Philadelphia Flyers of
Last
League.
Hockey
National
and
Ryan
Mike
out.
With two
Monty Cathey both got on base season the 22-year-old Schultz
on a fielder's choice. Ryan scored 18 goals and 28 assists
this moved from second to third on while playing with the RichOUT AT FIRST—David Hughes already has the ball ia his glove for the throw oat at first of
mond Robbins of the American
an error by the shortstop.
the
Rebels.
hits
to
off
eight
one
run
only
ed
allow
nine
South Marshall man. The Tiger
Mike Cathey then blasted his Hockey League.
StaffP.by David Hill

s_
a.
• 01.1P .r":"2
- Tag .*

'
ai•

pitcher. looks this Sherman Cothran pitch over in
HIGH AND OUTSIDE—Ray Lane. Murray High
the distance for Murray. winning 14-1. but
Thinsity's District Baseball C'hampionship. Lane went
Marshall.
South
for
pitcher
relief
a
to
Cothran gave it up in the sixth
Staff Photo by David Hill
\-4

Los Angeles, Houston Begin
'Crucial' Series Thursday
By HAL BOCK
Associated Press Sports Writer
Can you have a crucial baseball series in May'
;--The Los Angeles Dodgers and
Astros—pre-season
picks to fight it out in the Nadonal League's West Division
Has season—certainly think so.
The Dodgers and Astros
opened an important, if ysai
don't believe crucial, four-game
net in Los Angeles Thursday
night and even this early in the
mason, there was an au of tenon to the game.
Houston finally won it 4-3 m
innings on Tommy Helms'
Oqueeze bunt. But there was
plenty of drama before that

mouston

il

baPPened—e-Wai LAI DOrt Sun
Fiiit Ifier
ton working on a one-hitter into
Ihe ninth and leading 2-0. Sutton, looking for his sixth
straight victory, surrendered a
leadoff single to Jim Wynn and
walked Bob Watson with one
out Then, with two out, Doug
Rader crashed a three-run
bonier to turn the game
?ground.
.... The drama belonged to the
:Dodgers next and old pro
:Prank Robinson, who had sinsited home a run earlier, came
through with a two-out double
It the bottom of the ninth,
sending the game into extra innings.
Jim Ray, 7-0, escaped a twoon, two-out spot in the 10th before the Astros broke through
'for 1J winning run in the nth.
Lee May reached on Bill Grabarkewitz' error arid pinch runner Bobby Fenwick came
around on a,_hit by Watson, a

rungs with relief act Tug
McGraw nailing it down.
Don Kessinger drove in three
runs with a pair of singles and
Ken Ruciolph's key triple delivered two more as the Cubs
knocked off the reeling Cardinals.
It was the eighth straight loss
for St. Louis.
Syd O'Brien opened the 12th
inning with a double and came
on to score the winning run on
a two-out single by Mickey Rivers as California topped Oakland.
O'Brien, who came in the
game as a pinch runner in the
Ken
following
seventh
McMullen's double, had scored
the tying run in that inning on
a pinch single -by John Stephenson.
Bert Campaneris homered for
the A's.
Joe Coleman spun a three-hitter and Detroit defeated Boston
with homers by Norm Cash and
Tony' Taylor pacing the attack.
Tom Haller, whose three-run
homer the nelit before was his
first hit of tht season, keyed a
four-run Detroit rally in the
fourth inning with a two-run
double. He also tripled and
The Mets, who've won seven
scored on Dick McAuliffe's
straight and 21 of 28 this seadouble in the second.
they
runs
son, got the only
One of the three hits off Coleneeded in the first inning
6-2, was a solo homer by
man.
against Montreal when Willie
Smith.
Reggie
and
walk
Mays opened with a
Ted Martinez tripled. Mays upset catcher John Boccabella on Horseshoes
the play at the plate and the -HARLINGEN, Tex. 'AP)
hall' gcit-aiireay for an error. The National -AAU Horseshoe
enabling Martinez to score the Pitching Tournament will be
Id at Harlingen Oct. 18,21,
deciding run.
Jun McAndrew . earned the South Texas AAU President
victory, win king the first six in- Don Peterson said Thursday..

walk to Rader, and Helms'
bunt.
Red-hot Cincinnati, which
doesn't buy the theory of a twoteam race in the NI. West, won
its eighth straight, whipping
reeling San Francisco 8-5. It
was the seventh consecutive
loss for the Giants.
In other National League
games, the streaking New York
Mets topped Montreal 2-1 and
Chicago downed slumping St.
Louis 6-4. In the only American
League action, Detroit whipped
Boston 7-2 and California
topped Oakland 4-3 in 12 innings.
The victory—their fifth
straight—moved Houston one
furgameahead of Los Angeles
iriffie West-race.
Hal McRae delivered his first
two hits this season—a single
and double that drove in four
runs for the Reds. Cincinnati
tagged Sam McDowell with his
first NI, loss after five vietortes.
Bobby Bonds drilled a threerun homer for the Giants, last
year's West Division champions, now 11 games off the
pace.

Go In Comfort with Auto
Air-Conditioning

Sears
9230

Regular

$229. 00

Shipping Included
Inat•Ilation Eztra

Sears takes the sizzle out of summer driving.
This unit features an adjustable thermostat to
automatically give you the coolness you want.
Direct the refreshing breeze from the 3-speed
fan right where you want it with three movable
louvers. Center controls are handy for both
driver and passenger.

Sears Catalog Sales Office

SHOP Al" SEARS
AND SAVE
51*15, IIIONSUCK

AND CO.

{

SouthSide Shopping Center
Stiirrio,, Ky. Phone 753-2310

Ti,, and Amt. Cooler

Ford LTC '7,-Juritry Sclulre

Ford Team 1( Wagon Sale*
Treat yourself to one of Ford Team'
best-selling wagons ... and treat
your kid to a deluxe coaster wagon
at the same time. It comes with easyturn Steering, detachable stake
fun
frame,semi-pneumatic tires. It's a ybetter idea- for
better
with
... the same way Ford wagons are loaded
with
ideasAttike-fuxurious Country Squire that comes
3-way
power steering, power front disc brakes,
And
Ford's
rd
doorgate, Cruise-O-Matic, all standa
new Pinto WagOn. Beats rrOst of the small wagon
imports in cargo space. engine power. a lower price
tag ... actually S484 — less than VW Squareback
wagon. Front disc brakes, standard!

Ford Pinto wagon with Squire Option

1972
'Otter good at p;;,, Dating dealers till June 30
on or sticker prices for base mode s
•'Based on a

PARKER FORD, Inc.
Phone 753-5273

Corner of 7th & Main

A
00

The Murra
Teani defei
County teau
score of 4-3.
Playing n
and winning
was Mel Pi
was number
John Pow]
three matc
Austin and'
defeated.
The Pure€
up to win ti
Murray's
Caldwell Col

New Pi
Riding

Sponsa
The New
- Chtb -win v4
June 17 at 7
Fifteen el,
with the top
to Open Bar
Gate adm
each with
admitted Er(
Classes ai
lead line,
(Western E
ba
pony
pleasure, $S
a $50 prize
barrels, spoles, youtt
open flags,
race, West
open speed.

Re
$3.

GUARANTEE

lin. 3 yews or 36,000 miles of noir *pato
1,int open Morn
t -.1, .14.. here, ne
am will repair ther •br •oneht.owarr. froo of
,
i kora, of defective in material or owl
manolnp

or Your Money Back

Satisfaction Guaranteed

any
on...
Ford
geta little one
a penny!

Your local Ford Team:
the Wagon Specialists

SAVE 630

u rra]
Tenni!
Downs

M

Murray High Takes Fourth District
Championship With Win Over Rebels

Or
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Murray High

_

TIMES - MURRAY

Second Leg Of Triple Crown
Tennis Team
Downs Caldwell Scheduled For Saturday; Riva
.
Rniuge.lOoking For Second Win

single.
more
assure
a berth
merit.

Pr
tz has
ct with
of the
. Last
Schultz
assists
Richcan

KENTUCKY
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Bass Club Holds
Monthly Meeting

Pros Pulling Out Of Danny Thomas Open

.•

The 5-foot-6 Maxwell, who rallied strongly on the teuifk‘
MEMPHIS; Tenn. (AP) The Murray Bass Club held Arnold Palmer lost
a hasn'
t wan in the last decade back nine for a 70. He witS
its monthly meeting on Wed- wristwatch. Billy Maxwell while courses
got longer and at that figure wtlli former Maa
nesday. May 17, 1972 at the found the fairways.
And a flock his fellow Pros stronger,missed tees champion Charles CoadY•
Captaiii's Kitchen.
The Murray High Boys Tennis
pros were looking only two fairways on the long,
President Don E. Jones 4
brirendwis,
. aso
ofel4Beinal
tiad ..
s ozerspean
demanding Colonial Country 71P
forththetosur
Team defeated the Caldwell
hoirntest way home.
presided at the meeting which
indu
County team Wednesday by the
That was the situation after Club course, and Posted a
BALTIMORE ( AP)- Horse
The KentuCky Derby winner
consisted of a report by John one day's play in the $175,000 three-under-par 69.
score of 4-3.
trainers are a resilient lot. Like and
the kentuck
and ..
won Belt
stablemate Upper Dice are the
Dave Stockton, Don January
concerning the recent Danny Thomas-Merophis Open
Y
Playing number one singles the bettors, they never give up rated
after
Arkansas Derby
He was tied at that figure
even-money in the preKentucky Bass Association Golf Classic as more than
and J.C. Snead.
and winning by the score of 8-3 hope of scoring an upset victostarting
12.
No.
from
a
Gate
with
Gibby
Gilbert
and
Hubert
race odds, and conceivably
was Mel Purcell. Del Purcell
..At least we won't have to Tournament' and a program half dozen players pulled out of Green going into Friday's seccould leave the gate as an overrY'
Jack Nicklaus, ailing front
was number two, winning 8-1.
lose as much ground coming presented by Bob Mason and the first round and the dimin- ond round in the chase for
Riva Ridge, being hailed as whelming 3-5
a the flu, withdrew before/illi,
choice.
.
Jan
Swetz,
who
are
president
Utive Maxwell, a notoriously 435,000 first prize-about three
John Powless won his number the first Triple Crown winner
Still, seven rivals will oppose over," Pardue said.
started on the warm, sutury;
and and secretary-treasurer, short-but
The
three match 8-5 and Brent since 1948 and already de- the
accurate-hitter, times the amount Maxwell won
g edries• ...
Meadow Stable entry, and their • remainin
breezy day. Another seven fol.
- post position respectiv
ely,
Bass
the
of
moved
into
Austin and Tommy Keller were scribed in "super horse" terms, trainer
a
share
jockeys, in
of
the lead. all season last year.
,
Del Carroll of Bee BeePal
lowed suit during the course of
(
a
Johnste
r
s
Associatio
n
I
BCA).
me
r,
order beginning with No. 4, in
meanwhile, became
hasn't scared the opposition in Bee explains why:
defeated.
.
Lee Trevino, who used a vic- play on the 7,195 yard, par 72
Belt expressed ap- so flustered when he discovered
The Purcell brothers teamed Saturday's 97th running of the
• this
• tourname
-Rive Ridge was probably elude William and Joseph Sla- preciation to all
'tot) in
nt a year layout that has water on nine
those
who
he'd
vola's
lost
up to win their doubles 8-1.
a
81,200
wristwatc
Freetex, Chuck Baltah ago
6150,000-added
Preakness the easiest Derby winner I've
as
a
springboa
assisted
rd
to
his des- holes and deep, deep trouble off
in
making
the
recent
somewhere on the course that
Murray's next thatch is with Stakes at Pimlico.
seen, and I have a lot of re- zar; Rokeby Stable's Key To KBA Tournament an
out- he took a triple bogey seven ignation as athlete of the year, the fairways.
The
Mint,
Braulio
Caldwell County here Saturday.
Ba
;
John
spect for him. But most horses
D. Marsh's Eager Exchange, standing success. Special ap- and had to rally to salvage a 71
get beat sooner or later, and
preciat.
ion. was extended to and remain in contention.
Eddie
Maple; Dr. Hand
'
S
you don't know if you don't try.
Frank I. am, Carlos Bailey, and
/lasses
Image,
Moseley;
James
That's what makes horse racSally M. Gibson's Festive Byron Forbus for their support
"
in photographing the touring'
Mood,
Jimenez; and nainent
Carroll concedes, however, William Carlos
s. Farish
firs ,Bee Bee
activities.
COLUMBUS, Ohio i AP)- A that Riva Ridge "isn't likely to Bee,
Bob
Mason,
president of the
Eldon Nelson.
field of more than 400 driverst beat at equal weights right
Bass Casters Association of
will compete in the $25,000 Na- • flaw*'
Royalton, Illinois, presented
Jeff Hughes, 6-3 guard from
Each,starter in the 1 3-16tional Hot RodAssociation's
some very timely remarks to Wawasee ' High
School,
The New Providence Riding
me
mile
Preaness
k
w
World Championship Series
tote 126
,
the Murray Club. He corn- Syracuse, Ind.,
has signed ail
Ar..1.11pounds and if all nine go the
sponsor a horse show, Skit* race Saturday and
?
'mended
the Murray Club for basketball scholarship with
.
1
SunJune 17 at 7:00 p.m.
- -- - -• - - pastat.5:40.4).m,,EDT, the wintheir new venture relative to Murray State University
day.
.
,•:-,,, .
-- '
.. ...._
The stop at remodeled Na- ner will receive $13T,300 of the
...., •-• .
conset.V.41491} .of various forms
e.
Fifteen classes will be open
'1..4
Hughes, Iwice named to all•
•
'
•
$189,000
gross
purse.
The
tional
race
Trails
and
Raceway
pointed
LS the
with the top prize of $100 going
out many con- conference and pH-tournament
.
_
•I --- '
147I
second of five•WCS events. The will be televised from 5-6 p.m.,
Z
servation effosts being made by teams, averaged 23
:o Open Barrels.
points a
drivers are gunning for a total and carried on radio, 5:15-5:45
"
r7
"
.
the
r
.,r`
•?:
BCA
as
well
as
the
Southern
JOHNSON CITY, Tenn.(AP)
game last season and had a
p.m., both on CBS.
Gate admission will be 8.50 purse of $800,000 this year.
- - East TennesseeState took a Illinois Bassbusters. Mason also game high of 37 points.
Etach with children under 12
Upper
Case,
with
Ray
Chuck Kurzawa of Warren,
Brous- one-stroke lead over Middle pointed out some
of the adf
His high school coach, Tom
idmitted free.
Mich., won the opening event at sard up, will break from the Tennessee State Thursday after vantages o
...
local clubs Spears,called Hughes the finest
Indianapolis two weeks ago and No• 2 post while Ron Turcotte the first round of the Ohio Val- becoming affiliated with the college
guard prospect in InClasses and prizes are: pony leads the
North Central Divi- will take Riva Ridge from the ley Conference Golf Tourna- BCA, as well as benefits to diana and
the best major
lead line, trophy.; halter sion
third
slot. Inside both, on the runt
point standings for top fuel
individual members of the BCA. college prospect he had
(Western and English), $50; eliminato
coached
rail, will be Joseph R. Straus'
r competition.
Also
announced was the up- in his 18-year career.
Entering today's second
pony
barrels, trophy; pony
Running second is Dale Funk No Le Hace, the Derby runnerBCA
Tournament to be
round, ETSU's six-man team comin
Murray Coach Cal Luther
g.
pleasure,650; open barrels, and of Louisville
, who like Kurzawa up, and jockey Phil Rubbicco.
totaled 372 and MTSU had 373. held this weekend at Kenlake said Hughes had good size and
a 850 prize for fox trot, junior will compete
Although the small field Defending
this weekend.
State
Park.
champ Murray had
shooting ability and predicted
Wrrels, saddle horse, open
In addition to top fuel eli- should cause no trouble for 387, followed by Austin Peay at
po
he would become an outs,anyo
youthle
western pleasure,
ne
,
trainer
Homer Pardue 388, Tennessee
minator, categories this weekTech at 391,
open flags, open rack, pickup end are
Dell Bethel, a native of Min- standing guard in the Ohio
funny car, Oro Stock, was happy cver No Le Ham's ., Eastern Kentucky and Western
Main at 7th St Murray, Ky. Phone 753-7921
Valley Conference.
race, Western pleasure, and competition, modified, super rare pole position. The colt
neapolis, is
I
Kentucky at 394 each and coach at Citythe new baseball
open speed. ''''
Hughes
Mr.
of
son
the
and
is
College
of New
broke from the No. 17 post in
stock and stock eliminators.
,
Morehead at 398.
York.
Mrs. James Hughes, Syracuse.
.

400 To Compete
lew Providence
In WCS Contest
tiding Club To
;ponsor Contest

We Want Your
Home Loan

Jeff Hughes Signs
With Murray State

East Tennessee
Leading'In OVC

Elnit-will

.

• :4, -

...wolf Tournament

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
i

Busnecs After 25 Years

We're Quitting

of Serving Murray and Calloway County
Closed All Day Today to Prepare for Our Greatest Sale Ever

OPEN SATURDAY with BARGAINS GALORE!!
This Sale will Continue Until We Are Sold Out!
75 ft

7-PIECE SET

GARDEN
HOSE

CLUB ALUMINUM

Reg.
'3.35

54R4e.

$177

3577

Now'

FAN

•Sleeping Bags ',Knives
•Lanterns
.Lights

Reg. '19.95

Reduced To

$ 1477

20%

•Grills
•Stoves

200/0

Some Reduced 1/

G.I HD51

/2

Price

BICYCLES

COOKER

All Kinds

Sale

MIXER

Reg, '7.95-'11.95-'15.95

Mod M18

Price

Men's & Ladies Timex, Westclox

Reduced

20%

Mary Carter Interior Latex

FLAT PAINT
Use on walls and ceiling. No priming needed on most new walls!

Reg.'
59.95

1 277plus tax
GOODYEAR TRUCK TIRE,:
5677 plus

WHITEW
ALL
PREMIU
M

8.25-20, 10-Ply

$ 17
95 plus tax

$3777

ALL PAINTS
REDUCED
Also Brushes, Pons, Rollers, Etc.

tax

$5177

GOODYEAR REAR
TRACTOR, 12.4x28

VW OWNERS!

$877

Household, Auto Tools
Values to 77
'4.95

1 Only - 20 ft Side by Side Harvest Gold,
,Floor Sample
Reg. e

plus
tax

TIRE

ALL

COIINING
WARE .

List 137.95

2P3195

Serving and Oven Dishes

Sale Priced

plus
Ea. 2.08 tax

$1 cite

1 Only • Portable Top Load,

REFRIGERATOR 539.95 439777 DISHWASHER
WASHER with Mini Basket
Easy Finance
On All

Sale Prices

Reg. '239.95

TIRE

2 for 1
6.45-14
WHITEWALL

95
5 plus tax

$

BARGAIN
TABLE

1 Only - Automatic 2-Speed

G.E. Model C15 Deluxe

HAND MIXER Only $777 CLEANER

5.00-15 TRIPLE RIB
FRONT TRACTOR

G.E.

For Ford, Chevy,
Plymouth
7.75-14
7.75-15
8.25-14
Full 4-Ply

$777

6.85-15, 4-Ply Nylon Black

ARCHERY SET
2
1/

HAIR DRYER sp:e$1877 WATCHES
G.E.

4-Qt Mirro

$777

REDUCED!!

Slide Action
1200

400/400-8 BOAT
TRAILER TIRE SALE

$577

20" POLO

COLT

All Goodyear Tires
Reduced

SLEEPING
BAGS
Sale

$4297

ALL SPORTING GOODS

WINCHESTER

on

Reduced

CAMPING EQUIPMENT

20 inch

'8977

SHAVER
Norelto
Remingt
and

g.

Goodyear

ELECTRIC

Reg. 1159.95

$13777

1 Only - 18"

$19777 COLOR TV
There Are So Many items That It
Is Impossible to List All of Them!.
JUST COME BY AND SEE THE
BARGANS FOR YOURSELF

Only

3 I 2 H.P.

MID TILLER

$129.77

Save Up To 150.00

MOWERS

RIDING
MOWER

Reg, $7777 8HP-30-inch cut
3 Speed
89.95
Rtg.$20700
Reg, '59.95
1449"4

22 inch Self-Propelled
19 inch Rotary

$19777

$4977
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Cirl Falls
Off Bluffs
At Columbus

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

COLUMBUS, Ky., May 17—An
FOR SATURDAY, MAY 20, 1972
11-year-old McCracken County
school girl was rescued by two
Look in the section in which
If you have any complaints,
members of the Clinton-Hick- your birthday comes and find better "keep mum- until sure of
man County ambulance service what your outlook is, according the proper time and place to air
after she tumbled off one of the to the stars.
them. But do set the record
bluffs at Columbus - Belmont ARIES
straight —
-almly and
eve
State Park here today.
dispassionately.
Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
Lisa Kennedy, a fifth grade
Hold off in those areas which SAGITTARIUS
student at Fremont School, was
need more investigation, but ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
on a field trip to the state park
step up action once you have the
System, accuracy, getting a
when the incident occurred at
necessary data. You will face bright start can put this
12:30 p.m.
competition, but you CAN best potentially fine day -over the
Authorities said she fell about
it.
top." Polish up a dormant talent
30 feet before grabbing some
for unique, unexpected use.
tree roots and suspending herself TAURUS
CAPRICORN
in midair above the swollen (Apr. 21 to May 21)
A top day for attainment, but ( Dec. /2 to Jan. 20) la
waters of the Mississippi River.
Fine influences stimulate
The ambulance rescue squad complete pending projects
was summoned immediately, before,taking on new ventures. your special talents. You should
and a half-hour later Denzil You can expect .welcome have a field day now, but
remember that your beginnings
Jackson and Michael Kelly, both cooperation.
will be a vital factor. Start
of Clinton, reached the young GEMINI
RIGHT!
girl, with the aid of emergency ( May 22 to June 211
AQUARIUS
equipment, a n d brought her
/by'
Wield authority carefully —
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19
safely to the top.
even delicately at times. Some
Neither expect nor demand
Alfer receiving first akt,--ztse---—s-iliianons could get out of hand
-Eat-be surwas taken to Western Baptist otherwise. Especially favored too much
Hospital, Paducah, for treat- now: Writings, communications prised at your allover returns.
Romance and travel especially
ment of two fractured wrists, generally.
and multiple cuts and abrasions.
favored.
Miss Kennedy was reported CANCER
PISCES
resting well this'evening at the i June 22 to July 23
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
An inspiring day in part, but
home of her parents, Mr. and
Patience and a sense of
Mrs. Robert L. Kennedy, Oaks some "trickly" spots for those humor needed now. Do not let
who are not on their toes. A day minor annoyances get the
Road.
in which to emphasize your better of you or you may blow
stamina, good judgment and them out of proportion.
general know-how.
PLAYS BARBRA'S MA
YOU BORN TODAY are a
NEW YORK I AP) — Jane LEO
humanitarian
at heart and
July 24 to Aug. 231
Hoffman, a regular in the television soap opera series, "Love
Stellar
influences
now have been endowed with the gift
of Life," has been signed to stimulate your ambition, lofty of healing as well — which
play Barbra Streisand's mother aims and continued purposeful makes you a -natural" for
in "Up the Sandbox..' now film- endeavors. Just one admoni- medicine, nursing and work in
ing in Hollywood. Calif.
tion: Do avoid being overly institutions dedicated to helping
Other film locations will be in aggressive with associates.
the sick and needy. However,
New York City and Kenya. Afyou have many other talents
VIRGO
rica.
and may choose an entirely
21 different
(Aug- 24 to Sept. 23) ortk)\
career than those
An excellent day for furIt is pracFOR CORRECT thering business and _financial aforementioned.
tically a certainty, however,
interests, strengthening perthat no matter what occupation
TIME and
sonal relationships. You should
you choose, you will devote
now.
TEMPERATURE do well
many spare hours to either an
LIBRA
altruistic or philanthropic
DAY or NIGHT (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
cause. You have a great affinity
Some extraordinary offerings for the outdoors and all living
for the taking, but avoid unruly things; would excel as a
emotions or notions. This day botanist, horticulturist or
courtesy
calls for your innately good veterinarian. Real estate is also
judgment and foresight.
a fine outlet for your talents.
PEorq.Es /13 11.:\ K
Other possibilities for a
SCORPIO
a
N,
satisfying career: The law,
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221
writing, music, the theater.
Birthdate of: Honore de Balzac,
Fr. novelist; Jean L. Agassiz,
naturalist.

Admission for each day is
$1.50 per person or $2.00 for the
entire weekend. Children under
professionals, some do perform craftsmen who will sell hand- 12 are free if accompanied by an
made dulcimers, guitars, and adult. No admission is charged
in lecture and concert series
across the country. "You lose other items with the mountain for the Sunday Morning Hymn
your folk singer status if you are flavor. Jean and Lee Schilling of Sing. Camping facilities are
referred to as a professional," Cosby, Tenn., directors of the abundant. For lodging, visitors
says Barbara Edwards, who is Folk Festival of the Smokies, should make reservations at
co-chairman of the festival with will display their own crafts and the resort park or nearby hotels
Nancy McClellan. Barbara is also perform.
and motels.
morning,
planning a paid appearance at
Saturday
On
the Festival of the Ozarks in workshops will include studies
Springfield Mo., and has per- on the folk tale and folk in- NEA Delegates To Meet
formed in festivals at the struments
including
the
University of Chicago.
hammered dulcimer, a 36- In Lexington June 8
Another popular performer string instrument played with
LEXINGTON, KY. (ENS)—
will be Virgil Sturgill, born in mallets or bent pieces of wood.
Carter County but now residing
The Anglo-Saxon and Scottish Kentucky delegates to this
in North Carolina. The Library people who settled in the year's National Education
of Congress has recorded over mountains of Kentucky brought Association (NEA) convention
2000 feet of tape with Sturgill their music with them, and e will meet here at 6 p.m.
singing and playing the even today in coal mining areas Thursday, June 8, at Fayette
dulcimer, He has taught speech, it is not unusual to see a group of County's Yates Elementary
drama and English on the men sitting around a bright fire School at 703 New Circle Road.
The NEA convention is set for
college level and in his mid- with coal cars as a backdrop,
seventies, is a jogging en- playing dulcimers, guitars, and June 24-30 in Atlantic City, N.J.,
thusiast. At his last jogging even bagpipes. The sound of with the Association of
Teachers—NEA's
meet, his nearest competitor their kind of music floating Classroom
was a youngster only 57 years through Kentucky's eastern largest department—meeting
old.
mountains is what brings so the first two days and NEA
Arts and crafts will be many people from faraway convention activities running
displayed in nearby areas by places to enjoy a great heritage. June 26, through 30.

3000 Expected To Attend Mountain Folk Festival
If you've never sat in a
meadow
surro unded by
hundreds of people mingling,
talking, laughing—and suddenly felt a complete silence
permeate the air and the strains
of a beautiful melody reach up
and float across the hush..well,
one day
soon you can—in
eastern Kentucky.
Approximately 3,000 people
are expected to attend the
Mountain
Heritage
Folk
Festival, May 26-28, at Carter
Caves State Resort Park near
Olive Hill, to sit in a meadow
and participate in the perpetuation of true mountain
music.
A film crew from the ABC
television network is planning
to tape a segment for the
Sunday morning show, "Make
A Wish". Representatives from
the National Folk Festival
Association in Washington plan
to be there's to 'scout' for their
upcoming annual programs.
Mountain music is traditional
not to be _confused with

"hillbilly" or
"CountryWestern." It is personal—
inseparably linked with the
people who perform it, and their
forebears. Unfortunately, this
tradition is a dying one. As the
old performers die, their music
dies with them unless it is
preserved on tape or record, or
passed on to younger perFestival,rMountain Heritage
emphasis will be
te
foo
F rAlnk
placed on authentic folk performers who may not be widely
known, but who are outstanding
mountain.musicians. Some are
up in years, and many have
never been on a stage.
Last year 70-year-old Mrs.
Addie Grahm thrilled the crowd
when she sang, unaccompanied,
her lifetime songs of pleasure,
sadness, joy and worship. Her
son, Rich Kirby, a Harvard law
student, is a talented guitarist,
concertina player and manAlthough the folk singers do
d
notinisw
to be called

McBRIDE INTERIORS
Quality Furniture For Less
No One Undersells McBride's
McBride's prices are guaranteed to be the lowest obtainable. If any
identical item can be purchased for less within 30 days of purchase,
anywhere within a hundred mile area, at any store, decorator's showroom, or discount house— the difference will be refunded.

Sinking Sp
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Hotel ga
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Poplar S
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Grace

Morning Worship
Evening worship
Blood R
Morning Worship
Evening Worship •
Kiritsey
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
Memorial

Morning Worship
Evening Worship
New Mt. Car
Morning Worship
Evening Worsh

Elm
Morning Worshi
Evening Worshi
Salem
Morning Worshi
Worshi
Evening
Suga

Faith
Morning Worsh
Evening Worsh

Pool Off
VELVETS

DAMASKS
LINENS
VINYLS

Just as it's natural for a boy to brag about his Dad, so is it natural
for a businessman to brag about his business. That's why, in one way or
another, almost every ad you see says: "We're better than the other
guy.We believe our firm is bitter than any others, of course. But we
don't ask you to believe it without knowing the facts --- without visiting
us and personally looking over everything we provide. Stop by at any
time.

For The Month of May

CI IA Z,-1

IALL UPHOLSTERY OU 70OFF
Sofas From $299.00 Now $209.30 Save $89.70
Chairs From $79.00 Now $55.30 Save $23.70
Such outstanding name brands as: Globe, Thoinasvtlie, Fog*
Fhelci, Clyde Pearson,

THE J. H. CHURCHILL

Meyer Gunther Martin, American of Martinsville.

FUNERAL HOME
3RUAtITTMAPIF S I R-Ef TS
Y

451 S. 16th St.
Phone 443-6432
PAM(

•

Evening Worship

Lone 0
1st. Sunday
3rd Sunday

The ringneck actually comes
from China but has adapted so
well that be is largely responsible for the present high interest in upland bird shooting.

SERV-047f '

Northsid

Morning Worship

wors
Owe
Morning Worsh
Evening Worsh

FLORALS
SOLIDS
STRIPES
- PLAIDS

MURRAY K.FNI
PHONF /53 )4 1 1
)
()UR 6E'NE RATIONS Of f AWN

Spring Cr
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Evening

or

—Cawili7flar.. and Steaks
—Alf Mods of Fresh Homemade Pizza
6 a.m.to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
— J.C. GALL/MORE —

First Bapti
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Morning wors

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1972
,nciuding a detailed day
by day forecast. complete guide to
love and marriage, and a corn
prehenstve character analysis
is
now ava!labie For your personal
forecast. send $1 00 plus 75 cents in
coin for postage and handling to this
newspaper, care Of Horoscope Book
Department, Boo 173, Old Chelsea
Station. New 'York. N V 10011 Pr,nr
your NAME. ADDRESS with ZIP, and
DATE
BIRTH

and Try Our

West For
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Hundreds of Chairs and Sofas From Which To Choose

Tired of Your Own Cooking?

--Fresh Sy. Lake Catfish

Emmanuel Miss'
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Cherry
Morning Worshi
Evening Worshi

nveV#

HAZEL CAFE

Scotts Grove
Worship Service
Evening worship

Flint B
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

DIAL 7516363

COKE TO

Baptist

Extended Financing Available
Open Friday Nights 'Till 8:30— Or Any Evening By Appointment

\c"WiTg-

THE LEDGER & TIMER - MURRAY

Baptist
an
ged

are
tors
at

An investment in Your Future

Scarfs Grove
11:00 a.m
Worship service
Evening worship
7:30p.m

LL

West Fork
Morning Worship
118.m.
6:Y3p.m.
Evening Worship

of
n
NEA's
ting
NEA

11 a.m
7p.m

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

;,.`...:'$,.T.e; ie,'":•01.•
It" a i

"Fa %Win yaw hum I, thin el yin Inst be mks"

Pentecostal

- - sure they are! now pathetic tO find both good and bad people imprisoned.
Some are guilty. SOMD are innocent. Remember John Bunyan in Jail? He
gave us Pilgrim's Progress While behind bars. tut there is another prison and
no erns, is made in determining it's inmates. It is the prison of the soul,
and everyone of us constructs hip own cell. The cells of the spiritual
prison are intolerance, self-ceeteredness. hatred, malice and falsehood. The
law man will put you in • mon-nide jail if you break the rules, but
you imprison yourself behind bars wrought by your own hands if you
allow had habits to daainate your life. The Bible plainly cells us
of an Emancipator of souls, who will bring us to free4Som and
wholesome living if me dedicate ourselves to our highest
potentialities. Sty not begin this dedication in a visit
to His Church.

South Pleasnt Greve
Morning Worship
10:15 a.m.
Evening Worship
617.m.
Geed Sheolterd United
Worship
Service
9:30a.M.
Poplar Springs
Sunday School
10 30a m
11 a.m
Morning Worship
6 30 p.m.
Evening Worship
Brooks Chapel United
Worship service!: at 9:30 a.m. let
8. 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Greco Baptist
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m Sunday, & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday•
Evening Worship
7p m
Bethel United
Blood River
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st
Morning Worship
11 a.m. and 41h Sundays. 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Evening Worship - -*lap.ris:- Sundav,-*-917-pm. 3rd SundalY

United, 310 Irvan Ave.
10 a . m
Sunday School
7p.m
Evening Worship
United. New Concord
loan-..
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m..7:30
Worship Services
pm

Blolt Greve
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

.11 a.m.
7 p.m.

Salem Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:15p.m.
Worship
Evening
Sugar4EreNz
11 8.m.
Morning worship
7:15 p.m.
Evening worship
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00 AM
Evening Worship
5:30 PM
Lone Oak Primitive
1st. Sunday
10:30 A.M.
3rd. Sunday
2:00P.M.
Faith Baptist
11 A.M.
Morning Worship
6:30 P.M.
Even ino Worship

Worship

Friendship
10:004.M.
Sunday School
11:00a.M.
Morning Wendslo
Coldwater
10:SO0.m.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship

Church of Jose* Owlet
Of Latter Day saints
10a.m.
Sunday School

Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School
Si. Los Catholic Church
_11 pm, Sunday Mel's% 8 a m., 11. m.,4:30
Vilorelsip.Service_
North Plesant Greve
m.
104.m. Saturday Mass
Sunday School
4:30 pin.
II a.M.
Worship Service
Christian Science
Grove
Oak
Worship Service
11 a.m
108.m.
Sunday School
Jobevah'S Witnesses
Worship Services 11 a m 7p.m. Watchtower
10 30 a.m.
Mimed Piesant
9 30 a.m
Bible Lecture
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
WaYmen Chapel a.m.'.
First Presbyterian
1 a m., 7p.m
services
9:30 a.m. worship
Church School
Worship Seruir4
10:45 a.m
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
10:30 a.m
Morning Worship
9:308.m.

Temple MIR United

11 a.m.
7p.m

10 a.m.
11 a.m

Christian

First Methodist
11:451 10:50a.m.

Immanuel Lutheran
9 15a m
Sunday School
Morning worship
10.30 a m

First Christian
Worship Services
10 30 a.m.,
m

Russells Chapel United
10 a.m
Sunday School
11 a.m
Morning Worship

Seventh Day Adventist
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
9:30 a.m
Worship Service

Murray Christian
Worship Services 10.45 a m 7pm

Geshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1St a.
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays
Lynn Grove •
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. let
A 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday

Yea II The Ciro
lb. Gerd h Yea

Shady Oaks
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Coles's Camp Ground
Worship Service at 11 a m 2nd
Sunday, 1015 a.m 4th Sunday

Mobil. Home Courts
Ph. 753-5209

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Kenlake Marina

Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service moo a.m.
lst & 2nd Sundays, 11:00 a.m
3rd 6. 4th Sunday. 6:30 p.m.
1st & 3rd 8. 4th Sunday

J. W. WILHAM-MOR.
* HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*
Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

Ky. Lake State Park

SERVICE* RENTALS
.
SALBS
Typewriters Adding Machines and
Calculators
7S3!73
115 So. 4th

Dunn TV & Appliance
SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool
Phone 753-3037

116 South 12th

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

41111t._
.6 16 1.
41.1 -4

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates.
Hwy.6415. (Hazel Hwy.)
Ph. 753-7150

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVElY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. - PH 753-5334
Hogs bought daily
Wh

E. DODSON, OWNER

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
''BOWLING AT ITS BEST•0

Wells Electric

RESTAURANT & CAFETERIA
seat & order or Use our
YOUR CHOICE-Nave
cafeteria fine

Murray Warehouse Corp. , Inc.

Sholar's Auto Repair

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
WE HAVE REGISTERED YORK & HOOD SEED
BEANS
Holmes • Ellis, Mgr.
E. W. Outland, Supt.
Phone 753-6270

•

YOUR JOHNSON MOTORS DEALER
Sales, Parts, Service-Compete Boating Supplies
Phone 751-3734

94 E. at Murray Bait Co

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS. YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates - Sandwiches
Tue., Ribeye Steak
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak
Wed., Ground Sirloin- Thurs., Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 641 - Call In Orders to 753-4419

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co.
Distributing Gulf Products
o.

MILIONI•Y.

Tam's,

Edwin Cain Construction Co.
COMMERCIAL

RESIDENTIAL

A COMPLETE PARTS DEXARTMENT

Buildings

Ph. 753;4424

621 So. 4th

Phone 753-1475

MEMBER P.T.O.
SO2 N. 4th St.

"FOR ALL YOUR- FERTILIZER NEEDS"
Phone 753-1933

Murray, Ky.

Peck's Upholstery & Fabric Shop
MR & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
-Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
-Furniture 1. Auto Upholstery
Ph, 753-7494
404 S. 4th
R4ONISW4Cit

Allied Radio Shack
"WE SPECIALIZE IN SOUND"

A complete line of Electronic Component Parts &
Accessories-Stereo Systems
Ph

N 12th Extended

209 So. 7Th

753-7100

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Carp.

On Hwy. 68 at MUDOra
Phone 474-2202

753-1751

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC
Chestnut St
753-121S

So. 12th IL Story
753-6655

500 Main
753-3231

I

I

Boone's Incorporated

f-A=-4

•

753-3251

The Businessman s Choice For F,ne Printing

40

American

IN Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales
Ambassador Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Duality Used Cars
Phone 753-644
Five Points

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR

FRIGIDARIRE

DIV.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
9th at Chestnut

AIR CONDITIONING
Phone 753-4632

Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
502 Chestnut

Phone 753 8181

Storey's Food Giant
Bel

Phone 753 5012

Se

Air Shopping Center

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING

union

Beniamin

Phone 153 1713

403 Maple

SERVICE

PARK RENTAL
tiMv 94 1 M, E. Murray - Ph. 753-6685

Kettuckw fritd ekieken
"IT'S FINGER LICK IN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 1;th Call in Orders 753-7101

Ph 753 3164

1210

Moore

paints

100•• •141404.40.1

13.matits iblvp

Funeral Home

OLD

TIME

BLACKSMITH'

GENE KNIGHT

ipanb lortitb

753-6800

1.4.01411 VS) 4OSS
ROUTS 1. ****** fly

MOTAL • YOOLS

The Hitching Post
*See the Old Country Store*

Murray Muffler Service
CUSTOM PIPE BENDING
LIFETIME GUARANTEED MUFFLERS

Unique Gifts--Novelties
Park
i 1 MI. West of Kenlake State
Ph 474-2266

Aurora, Ky

Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI ROYAL, TIRE DEALER
7 7.1do
7705 .

7

North 4th St

Ph. 753-M9

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric
Sales and Service

Block E.of S. 12th Phone 7S3-146_
,

205 No 4th Street
•

Phone 753 5602

Trenholm s Drive-In

Neal Starks
MOBILE HOME SALES

PIZZA SPAGHETTI
HENNY PONY CHICKEN
FREE DELIVERY ON ORDERS OF 52.00 OR MORE
12th B. Chestnut

Phone 753.2907

SALES & SERVICE
5 MI No Murray on 641

Southside Restaurant
BERT & GLENDA TIDWELL-Owners-Operator*
Fresh Ky. Catfish, 7 day* a we'll
for
Plate Lunches Daily -Banquet Room Facilities
Churches. Clubs and All Social Meetings
So Side Manor Shopping Center

Ph 753 3080

Custom Rtubts

•1111- 11•14.1113

753-5979

753-6734

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.
BUILDING BLOCKS 8. READY MIX CONCRETE
East main Street

Phone 753-3540

Hendon's Service Station

Wiggins Furniture Co.
*HOT POINT APPLIANCES*
*FLOOR COVERINGS a FURNITURE*
Op"5 8 00 To 5:30-6 Days
641 No 7 Mi

Main

animas

Blalock-Coleman

MAYTAG

SALES

Phone 7534700

SALES & SERVICE
Authorized Mercury Out Board Motors Dealer
Fiberglass & Aluminum Boat Repairs
West End Eggners Ferry, U. S. 64
Ph, 474.2344
Aurora

Master Tire Service, Inc.

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

HEATING • SHEET METAL

Murray, Ky.

Nd
R
r IG
Hwy 121 W. (CR
atPeP
E wA
eldC

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads- Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service • Open Sundays

JAS. D. CLOPTON

WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICE

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Colonial House Smorgasbord

Hwy 641 North

Mack & Mack

1531040

102 N. 4th

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

‘or ,
Phone 753-7192

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

753-3914

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS

.Complete Automatic Transmission Service.
...Front End Alignment..
•Complete Tune-up & Repair Service.

Shirley Florist

Palace Drive-In
Five Points

100 So. 13th St.

Sue & Charlie's Restaurant

Residential - Commercial - Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying - Selling- Leasing
Phone 753-7724
515 W. Main

ACCIAIWOOPIL•

v. 04.48.114

605 Maple St.

753-8082

Gerrald Boyd-Owner

Peop,kes Bank of Murray, Ky.
Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

Phone 753-2202

REBUILT ENGINES. RADIATORS REPAIRED

1206 Chestnut

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way".

MI

TOFU • IlaTTC14.1r• -

Murray Auto Parts

We Deliver From 4:00 To 11:00 p.m. Week Days And
All Day Sat. & Sun.
ICE CREAM OF ALL FLAVORS

•Breakfast Anytime•

SOUTH 340 OT..

1415 Main Street

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Dairy Cheer

Triangle Inn

Pool Office Equipment& Supplies
'44 •

lla.M.
3P".

Other
Denominations

Presbyterian _

fiteelleodINOIN United
Worship services at 7 p.m. 151 &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd Sunday.
9:30 a.m. 4th Sunday
Memorial Baptist
Kirkstrr United
Morning Worship
10:30 a.m.
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
New MI. Carmel Missionary
Coldwater United
Morning Worship
11 a.m. Church School
10:00
Evening Worship 6:30 p.m. Worship Service
11:00

Mornino Worship
Sunday School

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

First Assembly Of God
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00

K irkSe'r 118177ist
Morning Worship
11•.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

Flint Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship

Uniendlireve
10:5011".
Morning Worship
6:301**9Evening Warship
Seven* Poplar
t0:40a.M.
Worship Service
'p.m.
Evening Service
New Concord
10:30 a.m.
Morning Service
7 p.M.
Evening worship
Valley
Plesant
118".
Morning Worship
6p.m.
Evening Worship

Murray Church
10a m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Locust Greve Church
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.m.
Evening Worship

our own BARS

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m. let
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3r0 Sunday
Martins Chanel Unitive
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11 am.

Hazel Baptist
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Evening Warship
7 30 p.m.

Cherry Corse,
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

University
Morning Worship
41:311a.m.
Evening Worship
1:40..M.
Breen Plain
Morning Worship
1114$ a.m.
Evening worship
/p.m.
West Murray
10:10a.M.
Morning Worship
op.m.
Evening Warship

..4

Methodist

11 a.m.
$p.m.

Nortbside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

New Providence
Morning Worship
it a.m.
EveninssWerShip

Nazarene

First Baptist
Morning Worship
1045 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30 p.m.

S)
this
ation
ntion
p.m.
yette
ntary
Road.
t for

Church Of Christ

1

It iv,'

u LI:

rEkg

Emmanuel Missionary
II a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening vvorsnio
7.30 p.m

Spring Creek
Morning ~ship
Evening Worship

KENTUCKY

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS

"Invites you to the Private World Of
Luxury Living-At No Extra Cost"
U S 441 North

Ph 153 4564

Phone-502-753-1290

PHILLIPS 64 PRODUCT)
No

4th Street

Phone 753 1971

Roberts Realty

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

REALTORS
NIASSEY FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
,.-- Phone 753.1319
Industrial Roan

HOYT ROBERTS
641 N

153 6025 •

i
Phone 753-1451

SOSW Main

RAY ROBERTS
Nike 753 3924

4
fs
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Kentucky Places First
At National 4-H Center

r Firms
Controls Hurt Smalle
gone
have
titors

FRIDAY-MAY 19, 1972
comment,"I would like to see a
better control of prices on
gasoline by Washington and a
more stable margin of profits
for the dealers. I have a million
gallon outlet and without a fair
margin of profit I cannot stay in
business. I have seen during
controls my margin drop from
7.1 cents per gallon to 3.2 cents
because of so-called cut-rates."
While Federation surveys
show that the majority of independent business people still
support the concept of controls
to combat inflation, there also
appears to be a growing
suspicion that many of the big
manufacturers are holding the
price line by reducing discounts
and services to the smaller
enterprise.

There is evidence that Phase compe
2 of the economic controls is bankrupt."
A Florida retailer comments,
creating some pinching of the
"The cutthroat tactics of chain
smaller, independent firms.
putting small
This trend appears to show up stores in slowly
ess out of
busin
t
enden
of
indep
y
in the continuous field surve
Youth Conference this year.
Our antitrust laws are
ess.
of
busin
ation
Feder
m
nal
the
Gillu
Natio
By Fred
big business is
Jimmy and Carolyn are
Independent Business which not enforced and
Calloway 4-H Agent
inititative of
the
available to make talks about
ng
uragi
of
disco
now shows that almost half
experiences in
definitely
Calloway County's $550.00 their trip and
the independent retailers and small business and
on of
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oying
destr
being
are
they
helped put Kentucky in first Washington.
say
wholesalers
r
Cente
4-H
."
nal
prise
Natio
enter
place at the
damaged by unfair pricing free
in Washington, D.C.-First to
tactics.
nal 4-H Center has
Natio
The
An auto repair service in
present the state's share of been the setting for learning
Of the retailers, 49 percent
nsin says, "There still has
Wisco
r's
Cente
the
for
d
funds neede
now report they are being hurt,
fun for many Kentucky 4and
be ceilings on percentage
to
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first
building program- and
up from 47 percent earlier,
H'ers-4ncluding 100 Calloway
markups allowed by
of
the
of
nt
was
dedicate a room in the newly- countains-since
perce
it
while 50
wholesalers and retailers that
expanded 4-H Center.
wholesalers report being hurt,
established in the nation's
purchased
be
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up from 46 percent earlier.
Kentucky's 4-H members and capital 20 years ago. Most of
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l
of
third
annua
more
a
More than
leaders have raised
these attended one of the
SINGLE DAY RECORD
An Oregon hardware dealer
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Gene 0. Miller
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LIFE &CASUALTY

WALLIS DRUG

PARKER FORD, Inc.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

I

HALLSHIRE ESTATES
Beautiful Homesites
FOR SALE

on
Kentucky Lake
Go to Camden. Tenn.,
then follow the Signs to

Hallshire
Estates
A Lot for Every Pocketbook
Salesmen on grounds Saturday and Sunday, 10 A.M. to
Sundown.

Aid In Walking
The Tightrope
Of Daily Life

Keep track of your car's performance. For your FREE Automotive Safety and Maintenance Chart, send a stamped,
self-addressed envelope to Motorways, Copley News Service,
in care of this newspaper.

+ +
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his hands.
At the same time picture a acrylic enamel and the'fellow
man walking down a side walk, who did the job says I'll never
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- P. McB., Wisconsin
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Recovery, Inc. insures that protect the finish no matter
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practice of its techniques in in your part of the country with
learning to walk the tightrope of winter conditions and salty
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daily life.
Our meetingsare held each
+ + +
Monday evening ir1:00 p.m. at
the Mental Health Center. For
Q. I went to a drag racing
further. information you may
meet the other weekend for the
call 753-5913 or 753-5079.
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Small Community Colleges Gain
Popularity In Rural America
By Elizabeth Muhifeld
It's high-school graduation
time, and all over rural
America the bus companies are
doubling and tripling their
schedules. The kids are leaving
town-for good. An agircultural
agent in North Carolina, watching boys and girls climbing
onto interstate buses, counts
ninety youngsters on the Friday
following graduation-all going
to the big city.
The young people are leaving
small-town America. During
the 'sixties, 40 percent of towns
with one thousand or fewer
people declined in population.
The young-black and white,
skilled and unskilled-left for
the
cities-destinations that
offer few jobs to the untrained
and are far less hospitable than
the small towns they came
from.
Getting Organized
A few years ago The
Rockefeller Foundation, which
had been seriously committed
to the problems of the nation's
cities, began to look at rural
problems, too. If life were more
rewarding at home, Foundation
people reasoned, there would
be little reason to move away.
They decided to make experimental grants in the area of
rural community development.
The Foundation asked itself the
question: how can a
community organize itself? A small
town can't take advantage of
state and federal help unless it
has someone working at the
local level. A few thousand
dollars of local money can
• sometimes produce very
substantial amounts in state or
federal funds, but somebody in
the community has to get the
thing started. Who?
Says one Foundation officer:
"We became interested in the
small community college.
There are hundreds of them in
every part of the country. We
asked ourselves: What can a
community college, with its
resources of talent and local
expertise, reasonably be expected to do over and above
education?
"That's how we got to the
College of the Albemarle in
Elizabeth
City,
North
Carolina."
Beautiful, Impoverished
and Invisible
Elizabeth City lies in the
northeast corner of the state,
near North Carolina's Outer
Banks,a beautiful stretch of the
Atlantic Coast. It is only an hour
out of Norfolk. Virginia, but to
get to it a visitor must turn off
the major highways, one by
one: the main rood into
Elizabeth City is a two-lane
highway, route 17-built before
World War H.
•
_This particular fact about
Elizabeth City illustrates one of
the irnliortant problems of the
historic Albemarle region and
so many rural areas throughout
the country: they have been
bypassed. The Albemarle is
often beautiful, with wide
rivers, good farmland, and
some of the most magnificent
beaches in America. But as with
so many bypassed places, it is
desperately
poor. The
average per capita income here
is $1,500 a year.
The College of the Albemarle
The College of the Albemarle
is a small, local, two-year
college like hundreds of others
all over America. It charges
minimal tuition, has about 950
students, and maintains an
open-door admissions policy;
that is, it accepts in . its regular
college classes any-student who
is legally out of high school.
Established in 1960 in a former
hospital) it has made Its
greatest progress in the four
years since Dr. Bruce Petteway
took over as president in 1968.
Dr. Pettewsy, a former
engineerrbusinessman, and
teacher, is- a determined and
articulate
champion
of
education for everyone. And his
devotion to education is matched by his intense and active
concern for the problems of his
community.
Dropping in on the Dropouts
For the hard-core unemployed the college operates a
series of training courses called
Project COA: subjects run the
gamut from Bricklaying to
Upholstering to Watiressing.
Clayton Morrisette, a former
high-school principal who is the
project's director, says with
emphasis:."If there's a demand
for it, ancTif we can find fourteen or fifteen people interested

in learning it, we'll teach it.
Anything.
"Our target group is the
unskilled, unemployed person.
And our first job is finding him.
These people, as you know,
don't come out-they stay
back."
Those who stay back are
sought out by three recruiters
from the College. -We have a
relationship with ten high
schools in the area," says
Morrisette. "As soon as a
student drops out we're notified,
and we have a counselor calling
on him that night. Also we're in
touch
with
employment
agencies, social
service
agencies, and probation officers. And out in the country,
we just go and knock on the
doors.
"Then the placement director
and .1_110_ busy. Siy _we're
thinking about a . course in installing and repairing air
conditioners. While the counselors are out in the field, we
call on every air-conditioning
man in the area and get his
reactions,
positive
and
negative. We won't offer a
course unless we have some
assurance that t there's a real
need for more trained people."
A Foot in th4,Door
'Jerome Rhees, placement
director, is cautiously optimistic about getting jobs for
graduates. The project is
subject to the problems that
plague
job
programs
everywhere-many
people
resist signing up for a course, or
they drop out before completing
a course, or they stay for a few
days in a job and then quit.
-Also," says Rhees, "you can
run into some pretty tight-fisted
employers. I say to our people:
'Just get your foot in the door.
Get some experience and a
recommendation, then I'll work
with your for something better.'
Mr. Rhees's wife, Shirley,
was teaching a course called
Home Care and Family Aide.
There were eleven women in
her class, all black, all well
dressed. "They're wearing
their best clothes," Mrs. Rhees
said. "They wear the same
dress every day. But they think
it's important: they're going to
college.
"They have so little. It's easy
for me to sit here and say
'always be clean,' but they have
no running water. Do you know,
I asked them to bring in pictures to help decorate the
classroom, and most of the
pictures were of food. That's not
an accident."
Clayton Morrisette says:
"Good things have happened.
Just last week Nettie Turnershe has five children-she was
taken off welfare. She came in
for one of our courses and now
she has a job in a department
store-here."
Wheels
As in many other small towns,
there is no public transportation
at all in Elizabeth City-either
Within the city or between
towns. That means that a
student living only three miles
away, on the outskirts of town,
still needs somr form of private
transportation. As Dr. Petteway says, "Community
colleges are commuting institutions. They must charge a
low tuition in order to serve the
maximum number of kids. The
fallacy is that in order to get to
school a kid needs an
automobile. If a student has a
car, the chances are his father
does, too. And if we are
reaching
only the two-car
families, then obviously we are
not reaching the students who

KEA Promotions
Announced
LOUISVILLE, KY. ENS)-Promotions for three Kentucky
Education Association ( KEA)
staff members have
been
announced by the KEA board of
directors, to take effect July 1.
Miss Rachel Bell, treasurer
and administrative assistant to
executive secretary Dr. J.N.
Dodson, will become coordinator of conventions and
treasurer.
Mrs. Floye Perkins, reselik'h
assistant. willbecorne _assistant
director of reseatch
formation. KEA's director of
research and information is
Charles Whaley.
Mrs. Jean Reilly, secretary to
Kr:A special services director
Lyndle Barnes, will become
administrative moi.stant to
'
Barnes.

need us most." The Rockefeller
Foundation grant enables the
college to operate three buses,
each of which run fifty and
sixty-mile trips each day-one
near the coast, along the Outer
Banks, a second north into
Gates County and the Dismal
Swamp, and a third through the
rolling farmland to the south.
Money: It's there _if
you can get it
The freeing of state and
federal funds is a new and
important use of private money.
The Rockefeller Foundation's
total grant to the College of the
Albemarle in 1969 was $440,000
over three years. It came just in
time: an appropriation of
$135,000, earmarked for capital
construction, was about to
revert to the state of North
Carolina. It has been contingent
on matOing hinds from local
sources, and ii35-,-00111- was an
impossible sum for local people
to raise. The first $90,000 of the
Rockefeller Foundation grant
went to make up a major portion of the matching funds
needed to free the state money:
the combined state, foundation,
and local sums (about $270,000)
were enough to generate
$300,000 in regional -funds from
the Coastal Plains Regional
Development Commission, and
this total-now up to about
$570,000-freed $443,333 in
federal funds for education. In
other words, the original
Rockefeller Foundation contribution of $90,000 made
available construction money of
about $1 million from other
sources. Just a few weeks ago,
the college finished the first of
several new buildings. It contains offices and classrooms for
the job-training programwhich has been housed up to
now in rented quarters in a
downtown office building.
The College and the
Community: Some New Ideas
The College of the Albemarle
has been busy: it intends to be
busier still. In the planning
stages are: a day-care center
for student and working
mothers, an expanded jobplacement program, and an
institute to train local people in
the duties and responsibilities
of public office.
The college identifies- totally
with its community. It has
worked enthusiastically to
bring new industry into the
area, to preserve such natural
wonders as the Great Dismal
Swamp, and to make its expertise generally available to
those with a serious purposewho have ranged recently from
oceanographers and scientists
to commercial fishermen.
This interest in local affairs
has had a new and welcome
result: greatly increased local
support.
In
the
past,
Pasquotank County, in which
the college is located, bore the
entire 10C91 burden, but a short
time ago a seven county district
was formed and the college
approached each individual
county with a
request for
funds: to date, six out of the
seven counties have included
the college in their latest
budgets.
Personal contributions have
been encouraging, too. Robert
Hollowell, who runs an
automobile agency in Hertford,
was chairman of the college
fund-raising
drive
in
Perquimans County a couple of
years ago. He was encouraged
by the donations: they were, he
said,a pretty widespread thing.
"There've been very generous
pledges in the range of $300 or
$400 frorri, farmers in the
county-and not Wen-to-dofarmers, either. But they've
had children who went to school
there, or neighbors whose
children Went, or relatives. Thi&
community has a personal
acquaintance with the College
of the Albemarle."
The important thing, of
course, is that this college and
this community are not unique.
Certainly, their achievement is
noteworthy: .but it could be
repeated all over
rural
America, With the materials
that are present in every
community-intelligence,
enthusiasm,and plenty of hard
work.
COMEDY ON POLICE
NEW YORK (AP) "Freebie and the Bean.'• a contemporary action comedy about
two police officers, swill be
brought to the screen later this
year The story is from an original screenplay by Floyd Mutx

Monday, May 22...
Our Mills are changing over to Fall Production and we bought the entire
Inventory of Spring & Summer Polyester Double Knits at a fraction of
original Mill Cost. We are passing these terrific satkings on to our customers.

From our own Mills, Thousands and Thousands of yards,
Regular $3.99 to $6.99 yd.

POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
100,000 yard chain wide purchase from
our own fine Mills. All new Spring &
Summer 1972 Polyester Double Knits.
All full Mill bolts, in an unbelievable
selection of finest quality knits. It's
the lowest price ever, don't miss this
tremendous bauble Knit Buy!
• 100% Polyester Jacquards, solids & fancies
•
•
•
•
•

100% Polyester Stripes, checks & novelties
100% Polyester DaCosta, Diagonal, Ponte Deroma Stitches; etc.
100% Polyester menswear and multi color jacquards
Full bolts, 60- to 62", machine washable
First Quality and Slight I mperfects

EXTRA SPECIAL
Our Entire Stock! Famous Brand

FASHION _BUTTONS 1
We are changing button lines and now we must clear our
entire stock of famous "B, G & C"" Fashion Buttons. No
every card in the store now priced to clear)

,
EVERY DAY SAVINGS
DRAPERY
& UPHOLSTERY
Reg.
$2.$0 yd.
$2.99 yd.
$1.39 yd.
$1.99 yd.
.99 yd.
$3.99 yd.
$3.99 yd.
$4.99 yd.
$5.99 yd.
56.99 yd.

Our Price
Antique Satins
994 yd.
100'4 Glass Boucle's & Jacquards 994 yd.
50" D•corator Burlap
884 yd
45" to 54- Decorator Prints
994 yd,
45- Sateen Drapery Lining
684 yd.
54" lierculon Upholstery Prints S1.99 yd.
SI .99 yd
54" Nylon Tweed Upholstery
S1.99 yd.
52- Imported Printed Linens
54- Hesculon Upholstery Tweeds 52.99 yd.
52- Crushed Velvet Upholstery $3.99 yd.
19 2 Ply

FAMOUS NAME
FASHION FABRICS
Reg.
Our Price
$1.49 yd. Mission Valley Sportswear Fabrics 684 yd.
$1.49 yd. Riegel Sailcloth Prints
684 yd.
$2.99 yd. Solid & Fancy Cotton Knits
S1.00 yd.
$1.99 yd. Cohania Printed Seersucker
994 yd.
$1.99 yd. Washable Jersey Prints
994 yd..
$4.99 yd. Dan River Terry ('10th Knits
S1 .44 yd.
35( yd. 72" Nylon Net
194 yd.
690 yd. 54" Nylon Titelle
394 yd.
$4.99 yd. Printed Polyester Double Knits S2.44 yd.
$1.29 yd. Measure Your Own Trimmings
94 yd.
and many, many others

* OUTSTANDING SELECTION
*SUPERIOR QUALITY
*FAMOUS NAME FASHION FABRICS
*YOUR MONEY BACK IF NOT COMPEETEI Y SNTISFIED

(204 W. WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.

9 - 5(M - Th)
9 6 (Friday)
9 • 5 30 (Saturday)
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Two Local Men
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Medical School
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SCHOOL
LESSON
Dr. H. C. CHILES

The Church's
Teaching Ministry
A New Testament church is responsible for the proclamation of the gospel
oi Christ, tor the instruction of unbelievers as to how to be saved, for
the baptism o; thos6 whom Christ saves,
and for the teaching of the saved the
Word of God and His will with reference to the way in which they should
live and work for Him.
I 'timothy 4:6-12
Paul warned Timothy that religious
instructors would arise and substitute
the wisdom of men for the Word of
God. He admonished him to reject 111
teachings which were contrary to God's
Word, regardless of their source. He
urged him to do corrective preaching
and teaching.

99

Paul dealt very frankly and pointedly with myths or fables, which - apparently originated with old women.
He urged that they be rejected. It is
always best to shun any and all beliefs
which are not in keeping with God's
truth. If we would please God, we must
refuse to be deluded by the numerous
false cults throughout our country. Because of the prevalence, and of the
zeal and perseverance of the adherents,
there is a crying need today for sound
teaching.
Athletic contests appealed strongly to
Paul. He looked upon life as a great
game. With that viewpoint, he recognized that the secret of success consisted of proper training and the faithful observance of the rules of the game.
In its use here, the word "exercise"
is related to the games in which selfdenial and perseverance are needful to
the one who would excel and win. Paul
did not have any hesitancy in admitting
that physical exerc.se, with reasonable
limits, is a good thing. It preserves
health and increases strength. However,
it i s beneficial for this life only.
Physical exercise profiteth little in
comparsion with spiritual exercise,
v.tich is unto godliness and for eternity.

Godlincss brings the greatest, richest
and fullest blessings to a Christian. It
pays from a mental standpoint as well
as irom a physical standpoint to be a
faithful Christian. The true Christian
ha a clean heart and a clear conscit.n. Being a Christian makes life
so much happier and better. Doing the
will o: God is the maximum achievemeilt o' any life. It also means everything to be a Christian when death overta'.es you.
Paul exhorted Timothy to conduct
himser in such a manner as to command the respect of all, in spite of his
youth. Probably he was between thirty
and forty years of age. Classical writers frequently called one a "youth"
who was in that age bracket. Regardless of what his age may be, the minister of Christ or one who teaches for
Him is rightfully expected to be an
example in character, conversation,
conduct, companionships, convictions,
and consecration.
Paul was very anxious that his protege in the ministry avoid being overcome with an inferiority complex on
account or his youth or allowing any
inconsistency in his living to permit
others to "despise" his youth. He urged
him to conduct himself in such a, manner as to merit the respect and admiration of those who observed his
life and work. Wanting him to live
Above reproach, for his own sake as
well as for the sake of the gospel of
Christ, Paul challenged him to be a
model for the believers in word and
in deed.
11 Timothy 2:1-2
Because of his great love for Timothy,
Paul had a burning desire that he
should acquit himself nobly in .the
struggles which he knew he would encounter as a minister of Christ and a
missionary of the cross. Addressing
him with ,the most tender affection,
Paul encouraged Timothy to develop
a strong Christian character. The
source of his strength, of course, was
"the grace that is in Christ Jesus."
This strength from Christ was and is
received through faith.
Paul admonished Timothy to commit
the great truths which he had learned
from him to faithful men who would
te able to teach the same to others.
He emphasized the inescapable fact
that real Christian character is exceedingly important to the instructor of
spiritual truth, for no one places much
credence in precepts laid down by a
person who does not exemplify them
in his own life, The church's teaching..
minitry is a continuous task. Faithfulnes, M it guarantees the presence and
blessing of the Lord and the advancement of His cause.

Interest Rates Drop
Interest rates paid by independent business for bank
loans appear to have taken the
first significant drop in April.
This is indicated in the results
of the continuous field survey
conducted by the
National
Federation of
Independent
Business.
The average rate reported
nationally by respondents in
April was 7.6 percent, down
from the previous level of 7.8
percent which had,existed for
the first quarter of the year. With the execption of the
Middle Atlantic states where
the average reported rate has
been down to 7.3 percent, an
interest rate reduction is
reported from most regions.
For the first time in many

months in both the Pacific and
Mountain States a drop in the
average rate is reported, with
the April data showing an
average of 8 percent in the
Pacific States and 8.2 percent in
the Mountain States.
The lowest rate is shown in
the east central states at an
average of 7.1 percent.
More variance is shown in the
vocational classification. While
independent retailers report an
average rate of 7.6 percent, the
same as the overall national
rate, independent financial
firms report an average rate of
6.9 percent down from a high
this year of a flat 8 percent.
Independent
transportations
firms show an average of 8
percent, but this is down from a

From planting
to harvest t Operate
on PCA money...1'11
pay back when I sell.

acfor
Exnthly
can-

AC

LEs a,
,A
A
>.

P. Kt

Branch
Chestnut

FICA Ithe go ahead peop1%,,
The people we lend money to
tell us what to do.
Jackson Purchase Production
LI?4,)
e Credit Association
‹t,

Keys Keel, Office Manager
305 North 4th Street Phone 753-5602

high of 9.5 percent.
Independent wholesalers
show an average rate of 7.2
percent which is also down from
a high this year of 7.6 percent.
Service firms show a constant
average rate of 7.9 percent with
both independent contractors
and
professional
people
showing an average rate of 7.7
percent down only slightly from
previous highs this year of 7.8
percent.
Whether or not the bank rates
paid by independent business
will reflect this month the increase in the prime rates
charged hy__liarilts to big corporations 'will be reflected ro
higher rafesjo independents is
not known as yet. The data does
show that there was a substantial lag in benefits of lower
rates when the prime rate was
reduced. Whether or not this
same lag will show up on increased prime rates is not
ascertained at present.

Hospital Report
May. 16, 1972
ADULTS..106
NURSERY..9
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Sammons ( Mrs.
Edna Susan Sammons), 205 N.
8th St., Murray, Baby Girl
Stewart 'Mrs. Eva Joyce
Stewart', Rt. 2, Hazel, Baby
Boy Menendez 1Mrs. Aletha
Diana Menendez), 406 College
Courts, Murray, Baby Girl
Wallace ( Mrs. Judy Darlene
Wallace), Rt. 8, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Judy Diane Dortch and
Baby Girl, 803 College Couts,
Murray, Mrs. Rita Wheeler and
Baby Boy, AlmO, Garrth Edgar
Dyer, Box 285, Benton, James
Maylon Williams, Rt. 1, Dexter,
Miss Jennifer Ellen Ward, Rt.
3, Murray, Mrs. Frances Hart
Boyd, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tenn.,
Jim Dale Ragsdale, 504,./ S. 6th
St., Murray, Mrs. Ira Dean
Bucy, Rt. 5, Murray, Mrs. Nina
Muriel Fox, Rt. I, Hazel, Mrs.
Renalyn Miller, 901 Main St.,
Apt. 1, -Murray, Mrs. Annie
Frances Bauman, 832 Hurt Dr.,
Murray, Mrs. Trudy Miller. Rt.
2, Murray, Mrs. Hettie Halford
Treas, Rt. 1, Box 22, Murray,
Thomas Warren Patterson,
New Concord.
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Coffee Day For MONEY
Retarded To Be Buyer's
Held On June 5

FRIDAY—MAY 19, 1972

High Lake
Provides Hydro
Big Potential

mart OK by Ford

By CARL W. HITTER
Copley News Service

Spurred by the federal gov"Coffee Day for Retarded,"
ernment's most persistent Insponsored by the Kentucky
volvement yet in consumer afMerchandising
Automatic
fairs,along with Ralph Nader's
near misses and successes in
Council will be held June 5
product critique, the consumer
throughout Kentucky. On this
is riding high today.
day proceeds from vended
It is truly a buyer's market,
coffee sales will be given to the
and not a seller's.
Association for
Bennett E. Bidwell, as a vice
Retarded Children.
president of Ford Motor Co.
The Kentucky Association for
and general manager of its LinRetarded Children is a non- coln-Mercury division, is well
profit association serving the
aware of this fact. But not pain98,000 retarded of Kentucky, fully aware, he said in an intersuffered loss of much of their
view.
office supplies and equipment
It was just a few days after
Ford announced it was recallduring the flooding of the
Kentucky river in April of this ing 460,000 of its 1972 cars, inyear. Their headquarters ui cluding Mercury Montegos, in
Frankfort were under four to a parts replacement program
five feet of water for several estimated to cost $30 million,
but a refreshingly candid Biddays.
well said that's the ikiq it
We appreciate the vendors
and their offer- to help support should be.
"The consumer dimate,"_he
retarded in Kentucky by having
this benefit day for KARC," said, "forces us to respond to
our errors perhaps faster than
executive
Mrs. Betty Tate,
otherwise.... We've got to do it.
director of the Association,
It's right. It should be done."
announced today.
He said the company "thinks
Mr. George Harralson, it is building safe
cars, meeting
Princeton is chaimian of the
responsibility," but that if
vendors "Coffee Day Com- there is a question of safety it
mittee, which will be held
must be resolved. He said Ford
wherever participating vendors
would replace rear axles, bearhave machines throughout the
ings and bearing plates at no
state.
expense to the owners on all the
The June 6 Coffee Day for
1972 models — Montegos and
Retarded will be one of several Torinos — recalled.
efforts held throughout KenBidwell said the trouble was
recognized when the company
tucky to aid KARC in their
began receiving a few comeffort to replace destroyed
items and assure. financial plaints of bearing deterioration
stability for this non-profit on cars in northern climates,
although no injuries were inassociation.

volved. He said the reports indicated a failure rate of approximately 2 per cent might
be expected over the life of the
car as compared with a normal
wear-out rate of 1.2 per cent for
the parts.
"We're going to swallow the
expense. It will not be passed
along to future buyers," Bidwell said.
Bidwell expressed some concern over the ecological and
safety priorities established by
government for corning years.
He said consumers might very
well want a different order or
different emphasis.
The company estimates that
meeting the new federal bumper standards for 1973 and adding government-mandated oxide of nitrogen emission controls will add approximately
$140 a car to average suggested
retail prices, with no profit to

the company on these items.
The former utilities economist said it is possible the consumer may not want to pay this
The recent mild weather and
or other added amounts leading plentiful rainfall across the
up to the $873 average per car Tennessee Valley have helped
more a 16-man fact-finding push energy in storage in the
committee estimated to Pres- combined
TVA+Alcoident Nixon the consumer will Cumberland reservoir system
pay by 1976, as car makers to an
all-time high of
meet federal edicts.
7,166,000,000 kilowatt-hours,
In response to a question
TVA said Monday.
about the Wankel rotary engine, Bidwell said that although
Energy in storage represents
Ford has obtained rights in
the estimated potential elecGermany to produce the en- tricity that could be generated if
gine, he "doubts the engine will the water available in each
replace the conventional en- reservoir were used at each
gine in this decade."
hydro plant and at all such
He predicted it first will be plants downstream.
used extensively in small cars
The figure is expected to
and that the turbine will see
climb even higher in the next
wide use in heavy trucks in the
few days as runoff from recent
years ahead. He guessed a
rains continues to flow into the
steam engine might develop in
reservoir system and mild
the 1980s or beyond.
weather continues to hold down
Bidwell reported Lincolnelectricity requirements for air
Mercury's first 1972 quarter
conditioning.
was the best quarter in the diThe previous high for energy
vision's history and said its
model production schedule in storage in the combined TVAthrough April "is 79,000 units or
Alcoa-Cumberland system was
23 per cent above the year-ear- 7,121,000,000 kilowatt-hours on
lier period." He said May
July 14, 1967. The system
should top the 1971 month by 26 currently has a maximum
per cent.
potential emergy-in-storage
7,636,000,000
He said his division should capacity of
"destroy" previous sales kilowatt-hours.
In 1971 net generation on the
marks this year. He cited a
trend back toward luxury ex- system totaled 19.5 billion
tras in the middle income kilowatt-hours at hydro plantS
bracket.
and 72.7 billion at fuel-burning
Profits are high, he said, be- power plants.
cause there is "a far richer
mix" in sales.
HONOR ZULU CHIEF
He noted that Ford is deDURBAN,South Africa I AP) 41
creasing prices an average of — A memorial in honor of Al- a
$13 a uniftif U.S. car and truck bert Luthuli, the Zulu chief who a
lines at this time after earning
won South Africa's only Nobel'
$252.4 million, or $2.44 a share, Peace Prize, is to be unveiled at
in this year's first quarter.
Groutvil le Cemetery on July 23.

Richard L Edmonds
Named As Manager
Of Sears Store

Richard L. Edmonds

Richard L. Edmonds of
Murray, has been named CSO
Manager at the Sears, Roebuck
and Company Catalog Sales
Office in South Fulton, Tennessee, succeeding David
McCoy, who was promoted and
transferred.
The announcement was made
by S. W. Fry, General Manager
of Sears Catalog Order Plant in
Memphis.
Mr. Edmonds formerly was
assistant manager at the South
Fulton store.
A native of Kirksey, Ky., Mr.
Edmonds is a graduate of
Murray State University,
Murray, Ky.. He is the son of
Mrs. Glenace Edmonds and the
late G. W. Edmonds.
He and his wife the former
Patricia Nash of Benton, Ky.,
live at 204 West Paducah. They
are Methodists.

Mate's habit harmless;
just try to- muddle thru.
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My husband has a fascination for mud!
I think it's because when he was a little boy his mother
never let him get dirty. He said she used to run after him
with a damp wash cloth about 20 times a day to be sure his
hands were clean.
Anyway, I didn't know anything about the way he liked
to play in the mud until after I married him. He sometimes
goes in the back yard and turns on the garden hose to make
a lot at mud, then he gets right down in it and rolls around
in it until he's covered with mud from head to toe. He gets
a real satisfaction out of it, Abby. He yells for me to come
arid look, and he always leaves his muddy clothes in the
yard for me to pick up and cart to the washer.
How can I break him of this weird habit? Otherwise, he
is perfectly normal.
BEWILDERED
DEAR BEWILDERED: Why should you! Wit-haoraless.
Your mudder is finally getting back at mother.
-DEAR ABBY: I am 22. and old enough to know my own
mind, but my mother is driving me crazy. I went with a guy
named Allen for two years, but it just didn't work out between us. He was a nice kid, but t* just wasn't for me.
My mother always liked Allen, and she comperes every
boy I've gone with since him.
Right now I am practically engaged to Gerry, and my
mother still asks me why I stopped going with a nice boy'
like Allen. She keeps saying things like, "Why don't you ask
Allen over sometime, maybe you two can pick up where you
left off."
Abby, I don't feel anything for Alien, and I'm sure he
doesn't feel anything for me, but I can't seem to get that
thru my mother's head'
To make matters worse, my mother calls Gerry, "Allen.'
Oh, brother!
UP A WALL

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL AND C(,NVALESC1147 DIVISION
BALANCE SIIKET
MACE 31,

s972

ASSETS

Current Assets
Cash on band

$210.027.16
6)2,495.16
104,911.63
2,968.00

and in banks
Accounts receivable
Inventories
Prepaid 1nsiirditArl-

Total

9130,402.75

Current AS1110,4

Special Deposits

397.175.10

Land, Owildins, and linultseit less Accuahlated Depreciation
VITAL

1.6'3.692.14

AS.'-LTS

12.961.270.a

LIABILITIES AND NET WORTH
1.1444111titis
Accounts payable - Operating
Accrued salaries and wages
Payroll taxes withheld and accrued
Miscellaneous witbhaliings from employees
.
Notes payable
Advance payments Eros Medicare
Accrued interest payable
Banda payable

DEAR UP: Your mother still obviously has a soft spot
In time she will get over him, just as

In her heart for Allen
you have. Be patient.

DEAR ABBY: I am a 19-ygar-old male, and I am going
is hair on my pillow, hair all
the floor,
• and every time I wash my hair or comb or brush it it
comes out,in gobs.
My father vietit bald at a very early age so I a/n*11
.M
surprised.
My problem is my parents. They say I am losing my
hair because I wear it too long. They insist that it's falling
out because it is heavy and it's being pulled down by its own
weight, and if I cut it short [crew cut 1 it wouldn't fall out
This sounds idiotic to me. I figure it's just hereditary. my
parents won't believe me, but they'll believe you. What's the
answer, Abby?
GOING BALD IN LAKEWOOD

GET
ATTENTION

$79,226.55
49.899.35
55,196.50
2.020.55
3.420.00
36,036.00
1.415.00
77.000,00
11

TOO Liabilities

285,015.95

—thlid fast. There

DEAR GOING . You're right. It is hereditary. You won't
have it longer, if you ,sear it shorter.

Net

Ircirta

2.676.256.31

Tottc L1ABILiTIl

AND NET WORTH

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSFITAL AND CONVALESCENT 01)115105
MURRAY, KENJI:CM' • STAIDOW OF CHANGE IS ElSANCIAE' POSITION
FUR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED MARCH 71, 1972

Source of hinds
Net operatitw roargin
Add: Depreciation expense_
Sot requiring on expenditur,
of current filnda
:Total Fonda Provided

DEAR ABBY. I'm another man who reads your column
faithfully, but never thought I'd be writing to you
I am a dairy farmer and noticed that you said when a
heifer and a bull were born twins, in slightly less than 15
per cent of the cases, the heifer was a freemartin and therefore can not reproduce
Your definition of a freemartin was correct, but your
percentage was wrong ipproximately 93 per cent of heifers
born twin to a bull are f r4martins.
J. A. H., TURNBRIDGE, VT
thanks to you and the many other
DEAR J. A. II
sharp-eyed reader', iiho caught the error and pointed it out
to me. My farm animal sespert reversed the percentages
se ine..

12.941.270.24

:04 e85.64

hi Operationa

Medicare and State Aid adjust.,ni. for prior'
ear,
Private contribution, received
.alvage of plant and equipment retired
TOTAL. FUNDS

I 74,751.34

PROVIDED

of Funds
I", chits" of equip,,ent
Transfers to special deposits
of bonds
rei.ae in working capital

$179,1336.90
198,%12.12
2,184.3o
50.00
$j80,283.W

Application

TOTAL FENDS APPLIED
Allt•-,

••

$

56,911.77
104,870.00

3,000.00
215,501.63
$380.205.40
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Bt JOHN LUNDQUIST
Associated Press Writer
ST. PAUL, Minn. (AP) — 0.
Bruce Miller, 39, onetime failure who as an alcoholic who
%%as fired from a managerial
Job, IA ill be ordained a minister
of the American Lutheran
Church this month.
Miller is an American Indian,
native of the Stockbridge-Munsee band of Mohicans and grew

He was one of a family of
minorities. But he exemplifies
eight boys and two girls. He
up on a reservation near Shais
that
or
past
of
type
another
quit high school and began
wano, Wis.
increasingly in demand—the
working for a brother-in-law in
He'll take full-time church
pragmatic man who has wresown
his
to
ster
mini
surveying and civil engias
land
work
a tled with life, not merely stud
neering at the age of 15. He
people in South Minneapolis,
ied books.
married when 20 and worked
job he has worked at part time
Asked about his early life,
er
Luth
ugh
thro
g
goin
several years in the Chicago
while
say
t
migh
u
"Yo
ed,
Miller repli
area with a floor-finishing firm.
Theological Seminary in St.
I came from royalty. My dad
After three years in the miliPaul and providing for his famwas chief of the tribe. And my tary he returned to the flooring
six.
ily of
oldest brother was chief after business in Chicago in 1954, and
Miller is the kind of minister
him."
the
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FOR SALE

A

_

SPINET CONSOLE piano.
Wanted responsible party to take
over spinet piano. Easy terms.
Can be seen locally. Write Credit
Manager, P.O. Box 276,
Shelbyville, Indiana 46176. M2OP

JAPAkEsE sCHEAtE Or MANOCUVOE
coam. SEA
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_
5.„0.,, 5(.••.ss
Ste:woe
4No Air
strikes
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HELP WANTED

FOR SALE

1963 VOLKSWAGEN', GOOD 1970 YAMAHA 350, low mileage,
condition. Priced to sell. 1600 dealer serviced. Phone 753Sycamore. Phone 753-2377. M22C 3597.
TFC
TRAINED BEAGLE hounds. FLEXI-LOUNGER
exerciser,
Phone Noble Dunaway, Sedalia, used 3 times. Tile' rug, brown
balP and beige tweed with rubber
Kentucky 328-8447.
coated pad.Phone 753-6568. Ml9P
1972-350 HONDA, excellent
condition. Phone 436-5608. M22C REGISTERED SADDLE mare,
gaited stallion,racking gelding,
Hackney rode pony stallion.
SINGER SEWING
machine,
Western pleasure or game pony.
portable with case, straight
Western saddles. Horse trailer.
stitch, button hole attachment.
Phone 753-1348.
M19C
$50.00. Phone 753-6502.
M22C

HELP WANTED

Armstrong
Tires
Super "H'PG"
Wide Tread
2-Ply Nylon
2-Ply Fiberglass
Tubeless
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FOR SALE OR 'RADE

PLAN THAT FAILED—This Japanese battle plan for the World War II
invasion of Australia, using New Guinea's Port Moresby as a steppingstone, is based on captured Japanese documents. It might have worked
except for the ",attle of the Coral Sea in which American aircraft carriers and their planes won a costly strategic victory over Japanese
naval air power, halted the enemy's forward thrust in the Pacific and
set the stage for the crushing defeat of Rising Sun forces at Midway
a month later.

U.S. Coral Sea victory
thwarted Japan thrust
task force was moving in for were shot down, but others
the kill, in the hope of winning broke through and put two torcontrol of the Coral Sea and pedoes in the Lexington's port
ling Australia off from the side, then followed with three
war. An invazion group of 11 more hits during a dive-bombNaval historians call the Ba
tie of the Coral Sea the e of transports carrying army ing assault.The big carrier had
troops and a naval landing a seven-degree list to port, sevthe beginning for the Ja
se
They label the Battle
Mid- force, screened by a destroyer eral fires and her elevators
way a month later as e begin- squadron, was to seize Port were out of action.
Yorktown meanwhile maning of
Wa_tbe end of Japan's Moresby. Another small invaWorld
r-II bid for conquest sion force was to capture the is- neuvered to dodge eight torland of Tulagi and set up a sea- pedoes, but a bomb penetrated
in the Pacific.
More significant perhaps, as plane base. A support group her flight deck to kill or wound
the 30th anniversary of the built around a seaplane carrier 66 men.
Coral Sea Battle approaches, is was to establish a seaplane
Yet the flattop brought her
history's conclusion that the base in the Louisiade archi- fires under control and escaped
Japanese might well have won pelago.
with slight damage, her ability
The Japanese invasion forces to launch planes unimpaired.
at Midway and pushed on to
were
covered
by a light carrier,
further victories if their two
Lexington, however, later
oho; four heavy cruivrs and
heavy carriers Rad not been
was wracked by a shuddering
pummeled out of action by a destroyer, plus a striking
explosion when gasoline fumes
American naval planes.
force of the Japanese heavy
The Battle of the Coral Sea, carrier's Shokaku and Zuikaku, ignited below decks. Flames
May 4-8, 1942, long has been screened by two heavy cruisers spread and the danger of detonating torpedo warheads and
called a tactical victory for the and six destroyers.
bombs brought an order to
Japanese yet a strategic triBy daybreak of May 4, Rear
abandon ship. By the time her
umph for U.S. naval forces. It Adm. F.J. Fechteler's Task
skipper, Capt. Frederick C.
blunted the enemy's thrust to- Force 17, advised that enemy
Sherman, was off the carrier,
ward Australia and thwarted troops were landing at Tulagi,
flames were leaping into the air
its plan to capture Port Mores- sent three attack groups from
hundreds of feet. The destroyer
by, the first step toward inva- the Yorktown to strike at the
USS Phelps steamed within
sion of Australia's northeast invasion force. Their bomb and
1,500 yards and sank the Lexcoastline.
torpedo hits sank the Japanese ington
with two torpedoes
Had the Japanese battle plan destroyer Kikuzuki, three
through the hull.
been successful, the Allied minesweepers and four landing
It was a grievous loss, but the
position in New Guinea would barges. (The Japanese seized
have been hopeless. The entire Tulagi, but it was retaken by enemy's Shokaku was so riddled she was out of action for
northeast Australian coast U.S. troops Aug. 7-8.)
would have been laid open to
The same day * cruiser-de- the next two months and &initinvasion, clearing the way for stroyer farce (Task Force 44) ial suffered plane losses which
the enemy to seize New Cale- joined the Lexington and on paralyzed her until June.
donia, Fiji and Samoa and thus May 6 all the ships were
Had these two carriers, with
chop off communications be- merged into Task Force 17 un- their pilots, been available for
tween the United States and der the tactical command of the carrier air battle of Midway
Australia.
Adm. Fechteler on the York- in early June, naval combat
For these reasons the Aus- town.
strategists concede they might
tralian-American Association,
A day later, after an attack have supplied the paper-thin
an organization dedicated to group of cruisers and destroy- margin needed for a Japanese
developing closer ties between ers was sent to the Louisiade victory. But it was not to be.
the peoples of the two nations, to intercept the anticipated enhas arranged for nationwide emy attempt to move an Port
commemoration of the battle Moresby, the big U.S. carriers
DETROIT (AP) — Mrs. SM:
which saved Australia from the moved north into the Coral Sea
threat of invasion.
to search out Japanese cover- ron Hughes, widow of former
Allied leaders regarded the ing forces. Then Japanese car- Detroit Lions flanker Chuck
attempted Japanese thrust at rier planes attacked the fleet Hughes, has been awarded $43,Port Moresby as a major oiler USS Neosho and her es- 250 as settlement in her claim
threat. it was not simply a cort, USS Sims, sinking the lat- for workman's compensation
place to be denied to the ene- ter with great loss of Ilfe and after the death of her husband
myi it was essential to Gen. of 'saving the Neosho dead in the last Oct. 24.
the Army Douglas MacAr- water. The destroyer USS HenHughes died of aart attack
ley rescued her 123 survivors, in Tiger Stadium during
thur's strategic plans.
a
He intended to develop this then scuttled Neosho.
'game betweerr the Lions and
While
these ill-fated ships the Chicago Bears. He had
Australian outpost on New
just
Guinea as a major air base to were drawing off Japanese rim a pass pattern when he Colblock Japanese penetration of carrier planes, Lexington and lapsed on the field.
Australia and as a jumping-off Yorktown aircraft sank the
Referee Charles Conklin of
point for his later historic jour- light carrier Shoho. On May 7, the Bureau of
Workman's ComLexington and Yorktown
ney back to the Philippines.
pensation approved the settleCoral Sea was the first major planes shot down nine aircraft
ment. It was agreed upon by
naval battle in history in which from the Japanese carriers
Shokaku
and
Zuikaku,
thus,set- Mrs. Hughes' attorney and the
all losses on,lapth sides were inflicted by air action and no ship ting the stage for the crucial Hartford Insurance Group.
on either side sighted a surface carrier battle of May 8.
That morning a Lexington
enemy. It was purely a carrieragainst-carrier conflict and a search plane sighted the JapaLOS ANGELES (AP) —
victory for Task Force 17, built nese striking force. Attack
Three free agents were signed
around the flagship carrier groups were launched and in
Wednesday by the Los Angeles
USS Yorktown and the USS the war's first American attack
Lexington, another heavy flat- on a large Japanese carrier, Rams of the National Football
League including wide receiver
Shokaku took two bomb hits
top.
The Lexington sortied from from Yorktown planes. They
John Love, formerly of the
Pearl Harbor April 15 as the halted the carrier's planes at Washington Redskins.
flagship of Task Force 11 and deck level as launchers crumThe others signed were draft
rendezvoused -with the York- bled and started furious gaso- choice Larry Brooks, a defentown force southwest of the line fires, killing, 106. and sive tackle from Virginia
State,
New Hebrides Islands two wounding 40.
and free agents Bill Lake of
weeks later.
During a frenzied Japanese Oregon and Rickei- Cason of
By then a powerful Japanese counterattack, 17 enemy planes Maryland State.
By FRANK MACOMBER
Military-Aerospace Writer
Copley News Service ..-
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Three Free Agents

1971 HOLLY—PAIM 166'
mobile home,unfurnished. Phone
days 762-6280, nights: 753-9274.
See at 8 Riviera Courts. May19NC

Standings
By THE Associated i,ress
American League
East
W. L. Pct.C.
•cleveland
15 9 .625 —
Detroit
15 10 600 'i's
Baltimore
13 12 520 2/
1
2
Boston
9 14 .391 5',4
New York
9 15 375 6
Milwaukee
7 15 318 7 -

*STRAWBERRY*
ft
-PIE 4. SAMMONS BAKERY 1",
4.
753-5434
""
t144444444t

F78X14 - $18.00 plus ;2.52 F.E.
Tax
H78X14 -$19.00 plus 92.93 F.E.
Tax
BIAKEMORES STRAWBER- Fully guaranteed against
RIES, ready to pick. Tennessee defects and road hazards.
beauties,' ready about May 20. White or black wall while they
Pick your own, 25 cents a quart. last:
Hoyt-F. Adams, 4 miles west of
M19P
Tri City on Highway 83.

Route Boy
Applications

Roby Sales

Are Now Being Accepted

LADY'S SUNBEAM hairdryer, Highway 68 Benton, Ky.
$5.00. Singer
zig-zag sewing..
machine, $30.00. Six Playtex
1969 MOBILE HOME, 12'x60',
nurser bottles, used 2 weeks. fully carpeted
with 20,000
BTU
one
Bassinette skirt.- used
w
ititk,
,, air conditioner and
un$2.50. Phone 753-4909.
West
"-'4'-clerpenning. Located el Jim
Mirineota
17 7 .708
Washer's, 1 mile South of
Oaklard
15
.625 2
Chicago
15 10 .600 V/2 1970 YAMAHA Street Jet 90, two Kirksey. Phone 489-2321.
MIONC
Texas
1) 15 .423 7
cylinder, fuel injection, tires
C.alifornia
11 16 .407
Kansas City
11 16 .407 71,2 300x18. Excellent condition.
Thursday's Results
Phone-753-3805 after 6:00 p.m.
Detroit 7, Boston 2
California 4, Oakland 3, 12 inM19NC
nings

Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Boston (Pattin 0-4) at New
York, iStottlemyre_3-3), N
Baltimore (McNally 4-2) It
Milwaukee (Parsons 2-2), tit
Oakland (Odom 2-0) at Kaat
sas City (Splittorff 2-3), N
Minnesota (Kaat 4-0) at
Texas (Gogolewski 2-2), N
Cleveland (G. Perry 6-21 at
Detroit (Cain 0-2), N
California (Ryan 2-3 or Fischer 1-0) at Osicago (Wood 6Saturday's Games
Boston at New York
Baltimore at Milwaukee
Oakland at Kansas City
Minnesota at Texas
Cleveland at Detroit
California at Chicago. N
Sunday's Games
Boston at New York, 2
Baltimore at Milwaukee
Oakland at Kansas City
Minnesota at Texas, 2
Cleveland at Detroit
California at Chicago

GARAGE SALE, moving-toys,
chairs, lamps, clothes, new Book
.4___Knowledge,_ books, plants,
linens, curtains, child'i—bite-,mattress and high chair, brown
wig, camera, odds and ends,
many more items. 1626 College
Farm Road, 6:00 a.m. to 1:00
p.m.Saturday,May 20 Phone 7531787.
M19C

at the

LEDGER & TIMES
See ... John Pasco, Circulation Mgr.

FOR
SALE
AIR
CONDITIONER
General Electric
220 volt. 6 years old.
Has been cooling 5
roorris and bath.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
GROCERY ON one acre lot.
Reasonable if sold at once. 3
miles South of Murray
Highway 641.Phone 753-7663.
b131C

$100.00
After 600
Phone 753-5465

23-1/16x35"
.009 Thick
These plates are perfect
for siding or roofing
barns, for placing
around bottom of
mobile homes to keep
out the wind and snow,
and for Many other
uses such as
"building out"
mice or rats.

STRAWBERRIES

7

ALUMINUM
PLATES

Pick Your Own

25$ q

641 PET SHOP,7 miles North of r_:NNIS SS & XB Restaurant
Murray, Irish Setter puppies, guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
Bring Your Containers
Cocker Spaniel Puppies, Toy per case I 100 books). Sold in case
Will Take Orders...$.50 qt.
Pooilles, fish and supplies, lots only. Ledger & Times Office
2 miles S. of Sedalia or 4
hampsters and birds. Special on Supply. 103 North 4th Street.
miles N. of Lynnville
TFNC
Neons, 3-$1.00. Phone 753-1862 or
753-9457.
June8C
Phone
BEAUTIFUL PURE
bred
GOOD USED International Siamese kittens Reasonable
- Hamster. refrigerator. $25.00.price. Phone Kathy Christopher,'
mjgc 1504 Johnson Blvd., 753MOTORCYCLES-1 970 850
Phone 753-5238
National League
East
5355M22C Triumph and 1971 650 Triumph,
W. L. Pd. GB
1970. 350 Bridgestone, 435-4895
BALDWIN GRAND piano, used,
21 7 .750 —
New York
Philadelphia
after
15 12 .556 5'2
3:30p.m.
M22P
superb
eonditiOn.
Wurlitzer
For a Quick Lunch try a
14 12 .538 6
Pittsburgh
delicious $.18 hamburger, a
CAIN
piano, used. Two
Chicago
14 13 .519 6'7 grand
Montreal
13 15 .464, a 'repossessed Baldwin-pianos. New • 5.19 order of F F 8, a S.15
H&R
USED
or
Furniture.
Out
Curb,
Take
Coke.
OverSt. Louis
10 20 .333 12
Baldwin organs and pianos.
Dining Room
stocked with tots of good -used
West
Practice
Houston
18 10 .642 —
pianos. Rent-to- •
furniture. Have lots of antiques.
TRIANGLE INN
18 12 .600)
Los Angeles
purchase plan. Lonardo Piano •
Six days a week. 121 Concord
Cincinnati
16 13 .552 2'2
Road, four miles from Murray.
San Diego
13 16 .4.01 5'2 Company,pacross from Post
Ky.
10 18 .357 8
Atlanta
Office,
Phone
Pans,
753-6676 or 753-4716. M2OP
lennetkeee„
.M19c BLUE TOW bar with all extras,
San Francisco 9 23 281 11
Thursday's Results
SAIL BOAT, 12' Mossebert for hooking up any make cars.
New York 2, Montreal 1 '
IONE 26" Boy's bike,has high rise
Phone 753-1334, B.J. Stagner, 1302
Cincinnati 8, San Francisco 5
handlebars. One 3 speed 26"
Mallard.
Reinforced
fiberglass
Chicag0 6, St. Louis 4
Vine Street, Murray,Kenboy's bike. Good condition. Phone
Houston 4, Los Angeles 3, 11 hull. 76 sq. ft. nylon sail. Cost
tucky.
M19P
innings
$525.00 new. Sell for $250.00.
753-8186.
1967
CHEVROLET
M20C
Only games scheduled
Phone 436-2410 or 436-5519. M19P
Two door hardtop Impala
Friday's Games
COMPLETE
BEDROOM
suite
New York (Capra 21) at
Coupe. Factory air, power
"NEVER used anythinglike it,"
swivel chair. Phone 753Philadelphia (Selma 1-3), N
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols and
4391
say users of Blue Lustre carpet
steering,
new
and
brakes
Montreal (Stoneman 331 at
NII0C
in Kentucky. No increase in
Pittsburgh (Moose 1-11;-* —
tires. Real Sharp.'
cleaner. Rent electric shampooer
St.
Chicago (Jenkins 3-3) at
prices. Country Boy
$1. Begley Drug Store. Central
Louis (SpinkS 2-1), N
11095.00
irSritt
Cincinnati (McGlothlin 03) at Army Surplus, 9 miles Hopkiner.
fal20C sville, Juliet OriKentucky 117 aM
San Diego (Kirby 3-2), N
'Houston (Wilson 2-2) at Los 164. Open Sunday until
1970 350 HONDA
4:00 p.m.
Angeles -(0Steen 41), N
MI9C
Atlanta (Niekro 5-3) at. San
Motorbike
Francisco (Cumberland 03: .N
Saturday's Games
3.000 actual miles. one
15
2"
GLASTRON
with 80 H.P.
New York at Philadelphia. 2;
owner. Real sharp,
twi,night
Mercury, split windshield with
-Montreal at -Pinsburgt
bow
Full
cushions:,
boat
cover.
Chicago at St. Louis
Double warning horns, railing all
Cincinnati at San Diego, N
Phone 753-6734 between
Houston at Los Angeles, N
around, life jackets, etc.
FranciSCO
Atlanta_ at ""-slin
8:00 a.m. and .7:00 p.m.
$2,700,00. Can be seen - 1607
Sundries Games
NeW York at Philadelphia
Catalina or phone 7534964 after
Montreal at Pittsburgh. 2
for SEAR/ extra
:
low
4:00p.m.
M 19C
thicagie at sr Louis
IT'S INEXPENSIVF. to clean
Cincinnati at San Diego, 2
catalog price.
rugs and upholstery with Blue
HoustonHoustonat Los Angeles
JOHN DEERE mower, 7' blade,
Atlanta at San FranciscoLustre. Rent electric shampooer
fits Ford tractor. Phone 489$1. Big K, Belaire Shopping
2242.
M22P
M20C
Center.
• Chain Link
• Basketweave
1972 YAMAHA, 125 Enduro, like
Catalog Soles Office
• Board
new. Phone 436-5552.
Southsale Shopping Center
M25C
Have you tasted our french
('se Sears
Miii.ray, Ky.
fried potatoes made fresh
Easy Payment Plan
21 WEANING pigs, $15.00 each.
Phone 753-2310
from
number
1
Idaho
Phone 753-6579.
Potatoes on our French Fry
M22P
All Prices Catalog Sale Price.
Machine at the Triangle On
'"
the Curb $ 19
RIDING MOWER, 8 11.P.-32'
Satisfaction Guaranteed
ANTIQUE
DROP
leaf
table,
By The Associated Press
!lit, 4 speed, $329.95. 5 H.P.-26'
Your
Money
or
TRIANGLE
Back
INN
mahogany
coffee table, also
ABA
-ut '2 speed $239.95. Briggs di
Championship
dining table and four chairs.
Thursday's Result
Stratton engine. Roby Sales,
Phone
435-4855.
ITC
In
Indiana 100, New York 99
High% a 68. Benton, Kendiana leads best of 7 series. 3 2.
NEW PLYMOUTA garden
tucky.
Saturday's Game
M19C
CLEARANCE
SALE;
Popeil
tillers,
5
H.P.
after
Briggs and Stratton
SEARS, ROEBUCK AND CO.
Indiana at New York,
kitchen magician food grinder)
noon, national TV
engine with forwarkand reverse
Southside Shopping Center
Tuesday's Game,,,,
Regular
613.007 now $9.00.
1139.95 Roby Sales7Highway 68, BABY STROLLERS, baby
New York, at Indiana if nee
•
Murray,
Ky.
'Electric popcorn popper $4.00.
Benton, Kentucky, phone 527- clothes and other baby items.
essary
Phone
753-2.310
Phone 7531712.
M19NC
9368.
TFC Phone 753-9646.
M20C
,
,

3281543
Jesse Jones

25' each

at

Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th St
Murray,

FOR SALE

~

START

Your Own Good
Neighbor
Policy With

SEARS
_ FENCING

on
SALE
At Your
Local Catalog
Sales Office

Pro Cage
Playoffs

Scars

'495.00

When You Buy Tires
GO with

ALLSTATE!

Call 753-2310

Sears

PAGE FOURTEEN

Call
753-1916

Another
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D ADS WORK WONDERS
NOTICE

View

NOTICE
SEM 414.444

NoTIt'E
-----1111111•1111111111111,-

NOTICE

Saturday, June 3

For All Your Tuxedo Needs
Come to The College Shop!

Maple Leaf Restaurant)

KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest
,,Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
14
0* WANTED REGULAR and part 13th Street. "Every day you
tirnehelp. No.rabooe calls nlease. delay lets bugs have their
,Apply in person to Johnson's wiry."
5-se
ITC
Arco,Five Points.
M20C

"ALSO HE HAS THE SUPPORT OF
RAQUEL WELCH. THINK ABOUT THAT
WHEN YOU GET IN THERE, MAC,"
FOR SALE

WANTED SERVICE station
attendant. Experienced man
only. Full time employment.
References required. Trotter's
Gulf, 641 South. No phone calls
please. Apply in,person.
h120C

FOR SALE

TWO NICE used, 12'x50', mobile
homes at only $2995.00. Good
condition. New 52'x12'at $3795.00.
60'x12' three bedroom at $4795.00.
Also a lot full of other mobile
banes to choose from. Bill's
Mobile Homes, 3900 South
Be/thne Highway., Paducah,
Kentucky. Phone 443-6150. M20C

FOR SALE
Good used color T.V.'s-21"
Si 25"-also 8 Home Entertait{ment Centers, in
color and Black and White.
TV SERVICE CENTER
CENTRAL SHOPPING
'CENTER
753-5865

12'x60' MOBILE HOME with air
conditioner, good condition, one WANTED R.N. and L.P.N.,, 3-11
owner. Reduced. Phone 753and 11-7 shift. Salary and fringe
4148.
h124C benefits excillent. Contact
Director of Nursing Mayfield
GLASTRON Tr -Hull boat Hospital, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
With 125 H.P. Evinrude. Boat, Telephone 502-2474320..
14127C
motor, trailer and accessories.
Reduced.Phone 753-4148. 1124C WANTEDBABY-SITTER,5days
per week, 8:00 a.m. till 5:00 p.m.
WIG,LONG style, curled on end, Phone 753-8299.
M19C
ash blonde. Cost $25.00, will sell
for $10.00. Practically new. FULL TIME employe
e. PerPhone 753-7941 after 5:00 p.m.
manent employee for local grain
M20C
business. Favorable hours,
reasonable pay. Interested in
Olt ••••••••••••••••••• dependable man. Write
full
4
4 Tasted our Home-Made Ice • employment background,
age
i• Cream Lately? Inside or on
and references to P.O. Box 26,
•
4 Our Curb, Cone or Dish
Murray, Kentucky..
•
M20C
• $.20 & $.30
•
/h. INN
•••••••••444,444••••••I
iNEW AND used lawn mowers

and tillers, for sale. All
Master
guaranteed. Knight's Shop, 753Commissioner's 4035.
TFC
Sale

* 10 Different Styles and Colors

ELECTROLUX SALES & Services, Box 213, Murray, Ky.,C.M.
Sanders, phone 382-2468, Farmington, Kentucky.
TFC

* Flare and Straight Leg Pants
* Tuxedo-Shoes

Begley's will fill all your

PRESCRIPTIONS
WHOLESALE
PRICES „Pi,k i,s n51 31

* Ruffled and Plain Shirts

SERVIC

We Have All These In Stock

(
151

THE
COLLEGE SHOP

r,,

Let us price your next one
and SAVE YOU MONEY.

Across from MSU Library
Phone 753-3242

BEAUTIFUL VALARAH Lee FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
Apt., Unfurnished, 2 bedroom, living room, kitchen, bathroom,
living room, kitchen, .01111111%. evititisheyrir and bath. One or
two
bath. Carpeted, air-conditioned, bedroorne Zimmerman Apartdishwasher, refrigerator, stove, ments, South 16th Street. Phone
garbage disposal. Across from 753-6609.
M19C'
CENTRAL
SHOPPING
Westview Nursing Home on S.
CENTER
16th St. Ph. 753-4974 or 753TRAILER, 50'112', shady lot, 3865.
M22C ONE BEDROOM furnished
apartment,available June 1. Two
concrete
patio,
west
21
miles
4
or
OUTSIDE LATEX house paint in WE STOCK wallpaper
3-BEDROOM BRICK house, bedroom unfurnished apartment,
.
2 gallon containers, $12.00. floor covering
753-1353. 1422P kitchen and laundry facilities available May 15.0ne efficiency
"
and Installed
carpets. Murray'Ph
Hughes Paint Store.
furnished, air conditioned, 1506 apartment for two boys,May29C Hughes Paint store.
May 29C TWO BEDROOM unfurni
shed Henry St. Call 753-7548 after 4:30 available
house on South 1 lth. Has pLsce for pin,
M19C 9741.
M19C
washer and dryer, basement and
garden spot. Unfinished upstairs
FIVE BEDROOM house, fur- TRAILERS AND apartmen
ts,
for storage. Available May 15.
nished, for college boys or large furnished. Both in Murray
area.
$90.00 per month. Phone 753-5094
family. Phone 753-3146.
M23C Phone 753-5490.
M20C
after 6:00p.m.
M20C
NINE ROOM house four blocks
from University campus. Some
lfurniture. Gas heat. Air conditioner. Big yard and garage.
Available now. Phone 7534602.
M2,5C

The Commonwealth of Kentucky, AUT4N4 FOR SALE
Calloway Circuit Cowl
Jimmie Ray Sholar and Mildred 1965 GTO BLACK with black
Lee Sholar Warner, Plantiff, interior, bucket seats and
versus Charles Wayne Davis and automatic transmission. $450.00
M19C WANTED ROUTE Salesman,
Darleen Davis, husband and ?hone 753-9581.
Age 25-55. Car, commission,
wife, and Bank of Murray
. expenses. Calling on established
Defendant.
1966 CHEVY 11, 2 door, 6 cYlin" accounts. Will interview from
der. Good condition. Good Price. 4 on to 7 (zsi
NOTICE OF SALE
: p.m. Monday and
Call 7534792 after 5:30 p.m.
Tuesday _only. Contact Mr.
By virtue of a judgment and
742°NC Charles Grable at 753-5996. 1TC
order of sale of the Calloway
Circuit Court,. rendered at the
1960 FIAT SPORTS car with
--Marcitit-TertAthereof 1972-,LARGE EASTERN manufacracing features.Phone 753-_
__Atetnit_eimmitiy has opening
the above ca
for
for the sum of 8331.
448K; two ladies, earning -Co ri.11eireek
Four Thousand Two Hundred
NEATLY FURNISHED apart- TRAILERS;
we have some foi
Eighty Two and 79-100 1$4,232.791
part time, $200.00 week full time.
ment, carpeted and air con- sale also.
1963 VALIANT four door. A good
See Brandon Dill after
Dollars, with interest at the rate
For interview write Box 151,
CARD
OF THANKS
,ditioned,
fishing car. ;MOO. See at 509
. MAY be seen at
-4110 'p.m.-and all weekend al
of 7 per cent per annum from the
Murray, Kentucky giving
Pest Control, located 100 South 'Dill's
Chestnut or phone 753-2737. M2OP
Trailer Court at ,Murra3
8th day of December, 196tg, until
telephone number.
1‘122C
We the family of Henry Edgar 13th Street.
M19C Drive In Theater Entrance
paid and its cost therein I shall
. TR
Provine
would
like
to
thank
CHESTNUT
THUNproceed to offer for sale at the 1962
everyone
all
for
their
kindness
es. NEW TWO bedroom
WANTED SOMEONE to tend a
brick DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five
Court House door in Murray DERBIRD, 67,000 miles. Very
Perhaps you breathed a silent apartment,dishwasher,
garden at 1002 Main Street.
disposal, rooms and hah,central heat and
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, clean. Phone 767-4880 after 10:00
prayer,
ITC
range, washer and dryer hook up. air, carpet throughout, extra
1V125C Phone 753-2917.
at public auction on the 22nd day p.m
Or sat quietly in a chair,
All carpeted. Central heat and large rnastel bedroom, range
of May, 1972, at 1:00 o'clock p.m.,
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-5865
Perhaps you sent a funeral air, large lot with garden
or thereabout, upon a credit of six 1962 BUICK SKYLARK, new WE NEED one hard working
spot. Days phone '753-3648 or 753-6202
spray,
$125.00 per month. Phone 753-7550 after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
months, the following described paint, good condition. Phone 753- sales consultant. Expected inafter 5:00 p.m.
,3656.
M22C
properly,16--ivit: h120P come - $12,000415,000 per year. 1.1111111111111101111111111111111111111111
EXTRA NICE trailer, air conSPRING PAINTING-We have If so, we saw it there.
Qualifieationc married, some „,„ A Banquet for any1111111111101
Forty acres Out of the North,
Oc19
6
7
EORDTLatex
sion-wea
wall_paint from $2.95 per Perhaps you spoke the kindest UNFURNISHED DUPLEX, two ditioned, carpeted, color TV,
=
sales
Our door with power,
dirrgs, Berta' experience, honest,
half of the Northeast Quarter of
words,
days. Graduations, Reunions
gallon up. HughesPaInt
bedrooms, one block from cOuple preferred. Phone 753-7358
Section 12; Township 2, Range 5, and air. One owner. Reason for dependable and a desire to get ▪
▪ or Just a Get Together in OM
As any friend would-say; - University on -quiet street. Mr after 4:00 p.m. East, in Calloway County, selling. (an't drive. Phone 492- ahead. Phone Paducah, 443-4594 B of our private Dining Rooms. Store.
May 29C Perhaps
TFC
you were not there at conditio
- (usually no room charge)
, Kentucky, EXCEPT: A tract of 8502.
ned, plenty closet space.
M2OP for appointment.
M22C E.
=
all,
NICE
land located in the northwest
Phone 753-8096,or 753-3312. M20C
APARTMENTS; one
ler Just thought of
TRIANGLE INN
us that day.
If You
ALTOS ,FOR SALE
corner of the above described
AUTOS FOR SALE
Whatever you did to console'
EFFICIENeY ROOM with and twobedrfurnioosh...renc,1 itorgrois
tract, described as follows:,
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
Miss
apartmehed
nt
our hearts
•
•11.4•*4-0.
private entrance and parking. apartment. Phone 753-5079. M22C
-Beginning in the northwest
414+.*44
installat
ion.
Phone
•
753-7850. TFC
41-44
41-.•• *4-0
We thank you so much,
corner of the above described •
Within walking distance of
Phone."
Whatever the part
tract; thence Soulb along the
orunnus.,91t7534387.
M2IC AIR CONDITIONED apartment,
Very_ Sincerely with Love,.
Palestine Road 441 feet to a C4.
NOTICE
$65 per month, water paid, near
Proidoe;
Mother,
Eva
stake; thence East 301 feet to a
Before 5:00 p.m.
university:Call-75340Q
FURNI
SHED
EFFICI
Provine;
ENCY
M20C
Wife, Thyra Story
stake; thence North 441 feet to a
City of Murray business
apartment, air conditioned,
and children.
1TP
or
stake; thence West 301 feet to the
privilege and vehicle,
private_entrance. Available June FIVE ROOM house
with bath.
point of beginning. The tract
licenses i city stickers) are
1. Phone 753-2863 after 5.30
efeetrif Vat, - plare for -washer above excepted is reserved to
due. A 18 percent penalty
p.m.
NOTICE
TFC and dryer. Phone 492-8360 after
Between 6:00 p.m.
the GRANTOR, Elva Nell Sholar.
will be added June 1, 1972.
500p.m.
M19C
For source of title. see Deed Book
The City Clerk's office will
7:00 p.m. In The
PRIVATE TWO-BEDROOM all
140, Page 597, in the office of the
be open each Saturday
electric mobile home. Large lot ONE BEDRO
Evening
OM ftirnished
Clerk of the Calloway County
until noon through the
870.00 per month. Also smaller apartment, couples
If you know your route
only, no pets,
mouth of May.
Court.
trailer
$45.00
-per
month. One gas heat. $80.00 per month.
buy's number, please call
Also
For the purchase price, the
bedroom
trailer for sale $675.00. nice all electric
him first. If you get no
mobile home, no
purchaser must execute bond,
Phone
489-2595.
results
then
M22C
call John
pets. Couples only, $75.00 per
with approved securities, bearing
HELP WANTED
paw° , Jr at the above
month. Available June 1st. Phone
legal interest from the day of
EXTRA
NICE one bedroom 753-1203.
number during the hours
M23C
sake, until paid, and having the
furnished apartment, air conlisted
coOK FOR afternoon shift,
force atil effect of a judgment.
ditioned. Li block from campus.
prefer lady with both dinner and
Bidders will be prepared to
Opens 7 a.m.
Available dm. Phone 753-4478 or ALMOST NEW mobile home, '2
short order experience. Steady
comply promptly with these
mile from University on private
753-9135.
TFC lot. Water
work. Good working conditions.
terms. Purchaser being given
Street
lar
Po
furnished, 695.00 per
&
12th
No phone calls. Apply in person GARAGE SALE, Thursday
month. A quiet place to live.
the right and privilege to pay
TWO
BEDRO
Colonial
OM
House Smorgasbord.
furnished or Phone 753-1950.
cash and accrued interest at any
Friday and Saturday, May 18th,
M23C
unfurnished apartment. Central
time before the six months exTEC 19th and 20th from 9:00 a.m. till
air
and
wall
to
wall
carpet.
Good FURNISHED ONE bedroom
TERMITES. Mork
4:00 p.m. each day at 1600 STOP
location. Phone 753-4331.
M30C apartment, air conditio
• Franklin Ryan
Keenland Drive. All sizes guaranteed. Free estimate.
ned,
1.i1
5
W
COOKS, mainxd, l
c
located next to White Hall, adothing, dupes, household Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672
Master Commisioner
795.
NEW
waitrss
TWO
e
es:
bedroom
Nn
duplex
phone
joining MSU campus. Part of
Calloway Circuit Court
rads ites,
m patterns. toys, and or Huntingdon Termite Co.,
apartment, central heat and air, utilities
please. Apply in person to Susie's miscellaneous,items. Phone 751.
Temressee 986furnished. $85.00 per
May 5-12-19C
wa9
• *44 •ft-0" •.•
watt
'afe; Main Street.
$126.80- per month Couples only. No
41.II
•.4t
•••
M20C 5975: .
14.•
41444.
M20C,
pets. Call
month. Phone 753- 4
June 2C 753-3805.
TFC

TV SERVICE CENTER

I

Itivietio*

* All Accessories

at

CAREER
OPPORTUNITY

Wanted: An
aggressive
individual for a sales position
in Miirray. No Travel, Salary
plus Commission. Bonus
Program.
Apply to Mel New.digger,
Monday and Tuesday', May 22
Si 23, at the Holiday Inn.

401n1wInIti

Will Be Held

NEW LOCATION

HELP WANTED

ezzi

FOR RENT

The Charity Ball

CREDIT BUREAU of MURRAY
Al%

Call
753-1916

REAL ESTA

Has Just Moved To A
304 MAPLE (The Old

PAGE FIFTI

=aft ••••4

Credit Bureau of Murray

NO
ELECTIONEERING
FROM HERE
TO POLLS

FOR It RNT

FOR RENT

1972

,EXPERT REPAIR SERVICE
Get your Curtis-Mathes TV se.r.viced
by. TV Service Cuter. We use only
genuine Curbs-Mathes parts.
ALL WORK FULLY GUARANTEED

FURN
all work
up and
Antique
McCoy,
PIANO
Prompt
experi
Mayfiel
8072.

Your Paper

FOR SALE

753-1916

-- 1971 --

753-7278

SUPER BEETLE
* 9,000 Miles

* 9 Months Old

* Excellent Condition

* Powder Blue with Black Interior
Only

11,800

STARKS
HARDWARE

JOHN
Home
pentry
screen
the M
a 111
nights
HOM
faucet
sink
Mr.
nigh
WILL
jobs

WAN
bedru
centr
play
!OM

Phone 753-6213 After 4:00 p.m.

WAN
spin

19, 1972
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
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FOR SALE

FRIDAY-MAY 19, 1972

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty.
We have the largest staff of Qualified
Salesmen in Calloway County to serve you.
APARTMENTS-A FINE INVESTMENT at 1628 Miller Ave.
Three apartments fully furnished. Live in one and lease two.
1506 PARKLANE-THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house,
one and half baths, built on large lot with carport. Fine
location and a good buy. $25,500.00.
THREE BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE WITH aluminum
siding built on one and a half acres with plenty of paved road
frontage on Martin Chapel Road next to church. Must see$19,950.00.
1511 PARKLANE-THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house,
all built-ins, central heat and gas, one and half baths, and
built on fine lot. $28,000.00.
LOOKING FOR OFFICE SPACE? Excellent spot on the
square in former Kuhn Variety Store. Approximately 18'x90'
floor space after construction of center wall and installation
of front door. $22,000.00.
ALSO LOTS IN THE CITY of Murray and suburbs.

Is

New Four Bedroom Brick House on Sycamore Extended
Large living room, family room-with-fireplace, all built-in kitchek_orpet thrOu,ghout_central
_air and
heat, two car garage, located on large lot

tock

SERVICES OFFERED

Termites
Eat Your Home

Spiders
lb
Roaches
Carry Germs

CLEAN, NEAT, 3-bedroom BY OWNER:
Three bedroom
'frame with basement. Includes brick on well
landscaped lot, 1617
several shade trees and some Kirkwood.
Large living -dining
apple trees. Located on Highway room. Spacious
kitchen with
641 North,one mile from Murray. built-in
oven, range and dishA good buy at S11,500. Strout washer.
Carpeted throughout.
Realty 753-4751 or 753-3447 or 753- Utility and
carport. Phone 7532278.
M19C 9331.
M19C

Looking For ...

OP

SOMETHING SPECIAL?
not be deceived! Termites wort 24 hours a
day the year round...Winter and Summer.

CALL TODALTORIREE INSPECTION

OM furnished
ble June 1. Two
ed apartment,
15.0ne efficiency
or two boys,

"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

100 S. 13th Street

Murray. Ky.
Phone 753-3914 Day or Nite
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
Licensed by State of Kentucky
r Member Chamber of Commerce

M19C
ND apartments,
in Murray area.
M20C
e have some for
Brandon Dill after
all weekend a+
Court at Murra)
r Entrance. TF(
Monroe. Five
, central heat and
hroughout, extra
bedroom, range.
53-3648 or 753-6292
TFC
E trailer, air conpeted, color TV,
red. Phone 753-7358
TFC
RTMENTS; one
nished apartment
droom unfurnished
hone 753-5079. M22C
TIONED apartment,
th, water paid, near
all 753-5043. " M20C
NI house with bath.
place for washer
Phone 492-8360 after
M19C
)ROOM furnished
couples only, no pets,
00 per month. Also
ctric mobile home, no
ilcs only, $75.00 per
illable June 1st. Phone
M23C
I;W mobile home,'2
niversity on private
furnished. $95.00 per
quiet place to live.
950.
M23C

ED ONE bedroom
. air conditioned,
xt to White Hall, adSU campus. Part of
urrushed. $85.00 per
:pies only. No pets. Call
TFC

FURNITURE REFINISHING,
all work guaranteed. Free pick
up and delivery. Free estimate..
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
McCoy,753-3045.
June IC

AUTOMOTIVE

AIR
conditioning, rebuilt compressors,
Freon. R. C. Evans-Garage, 400
North 4th Street. Phone 753-6976
or 474-2748.
May22P

TWO BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE, FULLY CARPETED
with 14'x18' block building in rear. Block building equipped
with stove and shower. Located on Hwy. 121 South inside
city limits. Imagine only $10,800.00.
A MODESTLY PRICED TWO BEDROOM home at 1106 Vine
Street. gas heat, carpets, draperies, carport. In good condition,and priced at $12,500.
CLEAN UP AND BODY SHOP on South 4th Street priced at
about what the lot alone is worth. Sale includes all fixtures
and supplies even has air compresser, call tor an appointment to see this good buy.
MEADOW GREEN ACRES- A five year old three bedroom
brick veneer on large lot, one and one half baths and an
assumable loan. $21,000.00.
ON ELM STREET, COMPLETELY REMODEDLED 4
bedroom brick veneer. Has formal dining room, large living
room with fireplace, screen side porch, central heat, two air
conditioners with circulating fans, full basement, stone.
Owner leaving town, must sell.Reduced to $24,900.

Protect Your Home!
Do
APARTMENTS,
hen, bathroom,
bath. One or two
errnan Apartth Street. Phone
M19C

1202 PEGGY ANN-A REAL QUALITY house. Three
bedroom brick veneer on one and half acre lot. Central heat
and air, three baths, all built-ins, two car garage. Must see.
NICE FRAME AT 1614 RYAN. Two bedrooms, range and
refrigerator included. Carpets, carport. All in good condition
and near M.S.U. $14,250.00.

Phone 753-2377
SERVICES OFFERED

GO TO CANTERBURY ESTATES and see this lovely 4
bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air,
140"x120' size corner lot, one and half story, all built-ins, two
baths and two car garage. And you'll want to buy this lovely
horrili when you see the well landscaped lot with so much
bealCiful shrubbery.

See this beautiful brick home on large lot with big shade
trees. This house has 3 bedrooms,sunken living room,central
heat and air, built-in stove and garbage disposal. This is an
ideal house, with an ideal price.
Need I say more? Call me today.

WILSON INSURANCE
and REAL ESTATE
202 So.

4th
Phone 753-3263
MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTINGS
Wayne B. Wilson Bill Adams, Salesman
Home-753-5086
Home-753-5657

PIANO tuning-repair-rebuilding.
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
Prompt expert service. 15 years
also bank gravel, fill dirt and
experience. BenDyer, topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8569,
Mayfield, Kentucky, phone 247354-8138, or 354-8161 after 6:00 NICE THREE bedroom brick.
8072.
Jurie2IC p.m.
...
TFC 92500.00 ecgiity and assume loan,
less than 10 years to pay. Phone
492-8264.
TFC
For complete ENGINE REPAIR of lawn mowers and
tillers, Old Time Blacksmith Shop Complete SHARPENING SERVICE, WELDING AND REPAIR SERVICE, also New and Used Equipmeatr

TWO BEDROOM-frame cottagel
on South 10th Street. Remodeled
and carpeted. Aluminum siding.
Only $7,850. Strout Realty 7534751 or 753-3447 or 753-2878. M19C

NEW THREE bedroom brick
house with central heat and air, SIX
MILES North of Murray on
double garage, fireplace, two Highway
641, 2 bedroom-frame,
baths, and nice family room. Can 2'2
acres of land with deep well or
be seen by calling 753-3903. M20C city
water and natural gas.
Covered with beautiful trees.
ENJOY YEAR round comfort in Price $9,800. Strout Realty 751.-Turn Left at take Stop Grocery on Hwy. 94
this completely modern three 4751 or 753-3447 or 753-2878. M19C
bedroom brick home in one of
and First Road on Left - Lookla_Sign
Murray's fastest _growing sub- FOUR
BEDROOM Stucco
divisions. Features central heat dwelling with full basement and
PHONE 753-4035
and air, two full baths, large garage. 3 miles east of Murray.
kitchen with eating area, den. Beautiful large level lawn, huge
JOHN THE Mr. Fix-It-Man. WILL DO baby-sitting in my formal living and dining room, oak trees to provide shade. Price
Horne Repairs-electricial, car- home. Phone 753-6539.
M22C fully carpeted, dishwasher and $16,500. Strout Realty 753-4751 or
disposal. Outside storage and 753-3447 or-763-2878.
pentry, roofing, painting, door
M19C
electric garage door. Low 30's.
screens and plumbing. Call John CUSTOM HAY baling.
Phone 753Phone 753-8743.
the Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00 8090.
M23C THREE BEDROOM brick, 1703
Junel7NC
Keepeland Drive, Keenelatid
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625
Subdivision. Phone 753-6023.N120C
nights.
May3IC
DRIVEWAY SEALING Work BY OWNER; three bedroom
guaranteed. Fully insured. Pc* home, completely remodeled. ONE OF the' nicest homes in
HOME REPAIRS. Dripping
free estimate Phone 901-642-7113, Utility room, hook-up for washer Murray. Completely landscaped,
faucet? Leaky Roof? Clogged
Paris, Tennessee or write Bill and dryer. Close to downtown. 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, den, formal
sink or drain? Phone John the
Barnes & Son, Route 1, Less than $10,000. Phone 753-3163 living and dining room. Special.
Mr. Fix-It-Man, 753-5897 8:00
Springville, Tennessee
after 5:00 p.m.
M22C features - swimming pool,
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. or 753-7625
38256.
Ml9P
terraced
patio, unlimited
nights.
May31C
storage, expanding sub-division.
FOR SALE OR RENT
Being transferred. $31,500. Phone
WILL DO Brick laying, small (MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
i53-9556.
M27C
jobs only. Phone 753-5619. M2OP
HOUSE AND five acres of land.
307 N. 4th 7534091
RADIO, TELEVISION,
House has two bedrooms, bath, BY OWNER, 810 Guthrie Drive.
i
STEREO,CAR RADIO
I
WANTED TO RENT
living room, kitchen, den and Three bedrooms,13
/
SALES & SERVICE
4 baths, living
Repair on small Appliancesj utility room. This house is about room, kitchen, dining area, large
WANT TO RENT or Lease three .
two miles from Murray on Green family room, utility room, carbedroom
unfurnished house,
Plain Road. Phone 435-4852 after port and patio, central air and
central air, large yard or near ,INTiEIRJOR EXTERIOR pain- 4:00p.m.
M20C heat,carpeted. Phone 753playground. Phone collect 1-667- ting; any size job. All work
9658.
7"EC
2008
M23C guaranteed. Use first quality
paint. Free estimate. Call Steve
BY OWNER: Three bedroom
Todd, 753-8495.
TFC
brick on well landscaped lot. 1617
WANT TO BUY
Kirkwood. Large livingAinifig
room. Spacious kitchen with
FOR ALL your home additions,
WANT TO BUY mattress and box .alterations, remodeling, etc.,
built-in oven, range and dish, springs in good condition. Phone Free
washer. Carpeted throughout.
Estimates. Phone 753Utility and carport. Phone 753753-6915 after 5:00 p.m.
M19C
6123.
TFC
9331.
e M25C

KNIGHT SHOP

1

READ the
WANT
ADS

1103 MULBERRY-FOUR BEDROOM PERMA STONE
house, gas and electric heat and two air conditioners with
garbage disposal and dishwasher. A real fine buy at
$17,500.00.
ON NORTH 20TH WE HAVE one of Murray's most beautiful
homes. 3 bedrooms, entrance hall, extra large formal dining
room. Kitchen, den, central heat and air. Extremely
beautiful patio. Two car garage. Priced below replacement
cost.
BUSINF-SS FOR SALE. WISHY WASHY Laundry in Bel Air
Shopping Center has fine equipment and long transferrable
lease. A fine opportunity for g successful business venture.
1635 WEST MAN - A perfect location plus a beautiful house.
Four bedroom two story brick veneer built on a two and one
half acre with plenty of trees, central heat and air, all quality
built-ins, three baths and two car garage. Spacious house for
gracious living.
125 ACRE FARM ON HIGHWAY 464, just '2 mile West of
Hwy. 94 East. approximately .4 mile of blacktop frontage.
$30,000.
WANT A FINE THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house of
Wiswell Road on Ford Road? We have it. Central heat and
air, all built-ins, two car garage and built on l00'xLbu lot.
N.E. OF MURRAY about 8 miles from Murray. 63 acres of
good farm land with year round creek. Lots of blacktop
frontage. Corn base and tobacco base.Fish pond. Priced to
sell.
ON HIGHWAY 280 NEAR POTTERTOWN we have a real
nice three bedroom brick veneer on two acre lot, 12'x14'
outside storage building. Fenced in chicken yard. Reduced to
$22,800.00.
1,4 MILE NORTH OF STELLA-LARGE three bedroom
brick veneer house on huge lot with a good shop building,
32'x28' and two baths. Fine buy in good location. $26,500.00.
A LOVELY THREE BEDROOM BRICK at 804 Minerva
Drive. Central heat and air, carpets, two baths, all built-ins,
patio and two car garage. Truiy.a fine home that you must
see to appreciate.
1702 COLLEGE FARM ROAD,4 bedroom brick veneer house
fully carpeted, fenced back yard, near college and priced to
sell. $21,500.
1208 OLIVE - TWO BEDROOM BRICK VENEER HOUSE
with central heat and two air conditioners and beautiful
hardwood floors. $20,000.,
NEW BRICK VENEER DUPLEX.Two bedrooms each side.
Central heat and air. Shower over tub, washer & dryer
hookup. Both sides rented, good income.

1206 OLIVE - A LOVELY THREE BEDROOM BRICK
VENEER house with dry basement, central heat and two air
conditioners. A real fine buy at $22,000.

LYNNWOOD ESTATES- THREE BEDROOM BRICK
VENEER house with central heat and air, den and built on a
large lot. One year old. $24,950.00.

A REAL SHARP THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
house on good sized lot at 1406 Johnson. Fine location and the
price is right.

1604 CATALINA-THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
HOUSE with central heat and air,, one and half baths and all
built-ins. Practically new for only $22,000.

WANT TO GET OUT OF TOWN? Hwy.641 South two miles is
a beautiful three bedroom Roman brick veneer house built in
approximately one and a half acres. Plenty of space for
horses, garden and flowers. Carpeted, one and half baths,
two car garage, large bedrooms, dining room and breakfast
nook. Must see!
HERE IS A LOVELY FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
at 1504 Dudley on 100'x150' size lot. Has all the features
normally expected in a quality house.
ON WEST FORK ROAD, JUST L4 mile off Hwy. 94 and 5
miles West of Murray on blacktop road, brick, three
bedrooms on lot 115"x198' and built in 1970. Has two baths,
carpet, built-in range and'oven, carport. All modern and
priced to sell at $21,500.
703 BROAD-$10,600 BUYS A FINE TWO BEDROOM frame
house with gas floor furnace, new air conditioner and on good
lot.
LOOKING FOR A COTTAGE ON THE LAKE' We have
several, ranging in price from $3,000 to $30,000. Located all
along the lake. From weekend retreats to year around
homes.
ON 3 LOTS AT KENTUCKY Lake Development. 2 bedroom
trailer furnished. All for $3,500.00.
806 NORTH 20TH - PERFECT house, three bedroom brick
veneer house on a beautiful landscaped lot with central heat
and air, two baths, paved drive leading to a two car garage,
all fine built-ins. A beautiful house in a fine neighborhood.
COIN LAUNDRY IN HAZEL KENTUCKY has 18 washers, 8
dryers, 2 water heaters, coin changer, drink box, cigarette
machine and coffee machine, building included. Good income, with very little trouble.
EXTRA NICE THREE BEDROOM Brick at 811 N. 18th
Street. Has carpets, dishwasher, large den with fireplace.
Draperies, storm windows and doors. And moderately priced
at $20,500.00.
22 ACRES ONE MILE EAST OFJOIURRAY ON Hwy. 94.
Ready for developing.

LOVELY HOME WITH INCOME AT 1630 Hamilton. Three
bedrooms, family room, large living room and two baths on
fu-st floor with all built-ins, also utility room and carport.
Rentals on lower level include five efficiency apartments and
all furniture for apartments. Call for more details. Too much
to enumerate. Reduced in price too.
SMALL ACREAGE-11 ACRES ON HIGHWAY 1346 Route 1,
Ahno. 7 acres fenced for cattle and 4 acres in woods. 21•2
miles East of Almo. $4,000.00.
PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across
from Holiday Inn. 150'frontage and extra deep.Ideal for most
types of businesses. Call for details.
EAST Y MANOR - A LOVELY 3 bedroom brick veneer
house -on 100'x200' lot with carpet and carport, electric
baseboard heat. Built in 1970 and priced to sell $19,500.00.
FIVE BEDROOM FRAME HOUSE ON corner lot,
1000 Olive
Street, completely renovated in 1971. Perfect
location.
CANTERBURY ESTATES AT 1512 Oxford Drive is a four
bedroom brick veneer, all quality built-ins, large lot, ventral
heat(gas)and air, and two and a half baths.
FIVE POINTS BAR-B-Q, lot, building with all modern
equipment,good will and doing good business Just right for
a family who wants to own and operate their own business.
Priced to sell.
ALMO HEIGHTS - A NICE THREE BEDROOM brick
veneer house with wide frontage along Highway 641.
Must
see-Has good potential.
NEW HOUSE - CORNER WOODLAWN AND
VINE. Three
bedroom brick veneer house,fully carpeted, central
heat and
air, carport and shady lot. $20,500.
800 SUNNY LANE-FINE THREE
BEDROOM BRICK
veneer house worth the money. Electric wall
heat, two air
conditioners, dishwasher. On good lot. $19,650.00.
KENTUCKY LAKE-1000 feet of year round water
front
property on main lake. Beautiful building site. Enough
said,
come and see.

Guy Spann Realty
t
Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St.
Phone 753-7724
Our Sales Staff . . .
Home Phones
Guy Spann 753-2587
Louise Baker 753-2409
Jack Persall 753-8961

Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Buddy Sykes 753-3465

Branch Office - 711 Main Street
Phone 753-9478

John Hodge
Trip Williams
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Wallace...
Continued from Page 1)

Large Turnout Predicted
For Explo '72 In Dallas

curity at the Baltimore County
Jaa in Towson, Md. Bremer is
charged with four counts of assault with intent to kill and is
NEW YORK (AP)- Crossbeing held under $200,000 bond.
country runners are jogging it
Mrs. Wallace, 33, who was
from California. Bicycle brimarried to the governor two
gades are rolling from. Wisconweeks before his inauguration
sin. Busloads of blacks are to
in January 1971, said she feels
come from New Orleans and
her husband's fierce determination will help him overcome his
disability. But if he doesn't, she
said, -his voice is not stilled
"and he can continue to carry
a message "to the people who
want to have a voice in government."
Mrs. Wallace said doctors already have begun therapy on
Death claimed Mrs. Genoa
Wallace's legs and "they say
the pace of his recovery is re- , Cook Russell of 506 Poplar
Street, Murray this morning at
markable."
4:35 at the Murray-Calloway
Mrs. Wallace said the gover- County Hospitl. Her death at the
net-knew inertly after he was agi,af.21 followed an extended
-- Shot that he was paralyzed.
•
"They tapped his knee for re-Mrs. Russell was a member
flex action and didn't get any," of the Owens Chapel Baptist
she recalled.
Church. Her husband, Zelner B.
Wallace's campaign leaders Russell, Sr., died April 21, 1970.
have spoken of the possibility She was born November 26,
that his wife may pinch hit for 1896, in Calloway County and
him as a stand-in speaker at was the daughter of the late
some political rallies. She said Henry Cook and Ann Wallace
she will do that "if he wants Cook.
me to."
Surviving relatives included
Actually, she said the pri- one stepdaughter, Mr: Fray
maries in Maryland and Mich- (Trilby) Cunningham,
igan were the last campaigns Sycamore Street, Murray; one
in which the governor had stepson, Z.B. Russell, Jr., of
planned to do much speaking, Kirksey Route One; three
although he is on the ballot in sisters, Mrs. Claudie (Ruth)
New Mexico, Oregon and Venable of Murray Route One,
Mrs. W.A. ( Artie) Smith of
Rhode Island.
Paducah,
and Mrs. Cletus
Of the Democratic convention
Delia) Shelton of Dexter Route
beginning July 10, Mrs. Wallace
said: "I wouldn't think that One; one brother, Freed Cook of
they would ignore a man like Fulton; four grandchildren; six
my husband who has received great grandchildren; one great
more popular votes in the pri- great grandchild.
Rev, Lonnie Knight will ofmaries than any other candificiate at the funeral services
date."
"If they do," she said, "they to be held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at
might as well go ahead and the chapel of the Blalockconcede to Richard Nixon. The Coleman Funeral Home where
Democrats can't win without friends may call after seven
p.m. tonight (Friday). Burial
George Wallace on the ticket."
will be in the Murray Cemetery.

Mrs. Russell
Passes Away
This Morning

Kentucky Roundup
WASHINGTON (AP -1n hearings next Thursday, the Senate
Public Workers Committee will consider a bill to establish a
national river and recreation area on the Big South Fork of the
Cumberland River.
Sponsors of the bill, which affects McCreary County in Kentucky as well as Scott,'Fentress and Morgan counties in Tennessee, are Sens. John Shermanr Cooper, D-Ky., and Howard
Baker, R-Tenn.
Under the bill, 125,000 Kees would be set aside along the river
and development vropitlirie restricted within the Big South Fork
river gorge.
,r

Tampa and a 100-bus caravan
of "Mason-Dixon delegates"
from Memphis. Chartered jets
have been booked in Brazil and
Korea, and 250 Indians are set
to hit the trail from Oklahoma.
They're all heading to Dallas,
Tex., next month for what has
been billed as the biggest evangelism training conference ever
held, "Explo '72." Planners
predict a turnout of 100,000.
"It has involved the largest
hunt for beds ever undertaken," says Paul Eshleman,
director of the conference, formally called the International
Student Congress on Evangelism.
Already, he adds, every
available hotel and all university housing in the Dallas area
has been filled for the June 1317 affair, and a search is on to
find rooms for delegates in pri•
vate homes.
A crew of 140 volunteers is
convassing residents by telephone to arrange sleeping
places.
Eshleman, 28. a staff leader
of Campus Crusade for Christ
which is sponsoring the event,
was here recently conferring
with eastern groups planning to
attend.
"It's going to be a unicitie
thing," he said. "It's not for
evangelizing itself, but to train
people in how to doit, in how
to share their faith."
The six-day schedule will involve daily morning training
sessions at about 50 locations
throughout Dallas, with afternoon Jesus music festivals in a
downtown mall, and pightly
mass gatherings inJ,Pe' Cotton
bowl.
To condus,irth6 training sessions, Esh1jan said a staff of
200
leaders and experien6ed campus workers has
been organized, plus a roster of
4-57uest speakers for special
events, including Evangelist
Billy Graham.
"Before, it has been like a
dream, with a lot of hoping and
praying," Eshleman said. "But
it has come true and become a
reality."

Nixon .. .
(Continued from Page 1)
powers-the United States, the
Soviet Union and Great Britain-brought to 30 the number
of nations which have approved
the treaty, and the ceremonies
held Thursday in Washington,
Moscow and London placed the
pact into force.
At the State Department ceremony, Secretary of State William P. Rogers representing the
United States joked with
Dobrynin, who was just back
from Camp David.

Travis Webb, left, of Lassiter-MclUsuiey Datsun, accepts the
special award,an engraved plaque,from Pat Orr,president of the
Calloway County Association for Retarded Children, for the
services rendered by the company by tarnishing a station wagon
and expenses for the transportation of children to the Day Care
Center this year.

106

Paul Fleming of the Murray Jaycees was surprised with the
preseptation of a special award by Pat Orr, left, president of the
Calloway County Associtation for Retarded Children. The award
_ was made to the Jaycees for their help in furnishing transportation for the Day Care Center and also for their sponsorship
of the "Honey Sunday" each year for the national association for
retarded children.

He said delegates are coming
from every state, from more,
than 700 cities and 50 countries
abroad.

Besides the daily training
sessions, they'll also fan out on
Wayne Williams, right, accepts the special plaque on behalf of
one afternoon for a citywide,
BOWLING -GREEN, Ky. (AP)-Congressional candidate
door-to-door religious survey, the Murray Civitan Club from Pat Orr, president of the Calloway
Kenneth Burkhart has voiced his opposition to hand gun controls.
as a service to local churches, County Association for Retarded Children,for the club's financial
The Paducah police judge, who is seeking the Democratic
and also to aid those looking assistance to the association for many years. The Civitan Club
nomination in the First District, said such legislation would
started the School of New Hope several years ago for the special
for a personal faith.
disarm the public and allow criminals to remain armed.
Eshleman said that each per- education children.
son trained in the conference
FRANKFORT,Ky.(API-Proceedsfrom a vended coffee sales
afterward will be expected to
during a "coffee day for the retarded" June 5 will go to the
find five other persons in their
Kentucky Association for Retarded Children.
home communities in August
The Kentucky Automatic Merchandiscing Council will sponsor
and September to undergo simthe day.
ilar training.
This follow-up phase, called
"Operation Penetration," is exPADUCAH, Ky. ( AP i-An open house at the Minois Central
pected to result in a total of
Railroad's Paducah Shop is expected to draw some 6,000 visitors
WOXiiii—
ung persons trained in
as it runs through Saturday.
evangelizing methods by the
The Paducah shop is the largest in the IC system. It was opened
in 1927 as a steam locomotive shop, converted to diesel repairs time the college term begins
next fall, Eshleman said.
and now serves as a diesel rebuilding center for the IC. Railroad
"The denominations also are
rolling stock will be displayed for visitors to the open house.
looking to this as a catalyst for
their own efforts," he added,
BARREN RIVER RESERVOIR, Ky. ( AP)-The solid
noting that most Protestant
pollutants which plagued a five-mile section of Beaver Creek have
bodies
and some Roman Cathobeen identified as algae bloom, "a natural phenomenon," Herlic dioceses are planning a 1973
man Regan, chief sanitary engineer for the Kentucky Wafer
evangelistic drive called "Key
Pollution Control Cortunission,says.
'73."
Regan said algae blooms overnight. He said the cause can be
The big turnout expected for
Calloway County Judge Roberto. Miller, right, was
heavy rains and nutrient factors in the water. But he said algae
presented
the Dallas event also is to in- a special award for services
was not responsible for some dead fish found along the streams.
rendered to the Calloway County
clude about 30 Jesus music Association for Retarded
Children by Pat Orr, president of the
groups, such as the "Sound association.
Foundation," "Children of the
Day" and the "Armageddon
Experience," plus folk singer
PARIS(AP)-Queen Elizabeth has spent 45 minutes conferring Johnny Cash.
Bill Bright, president of the
with her uncle, the Duke of Winds°, and the former American
socialite he abdicated the throne of England to marry, Wallis sponsoring Campus Crusade
organization, says a budget of
Funeral services for Robert
Simpson.
$4
million has been set for the Federal
suffering
The duke was
from fatigue and was unable to greet
State Market News Thomas Parker of Owensboro
were held Thursday at two p.m.
the queen, her husband Prince Philip and her son Prince Charles occasion, much of it contrib- Service May 19, 1972
uted by individuals and founda- Kentucky
at the door, or to see them off at the duke's home outside Paris on
Purchase Area Hog at the Haley-McGinnis Funeral
tions,
along with an expected Market
Thursday.
Report Includes 9 Home, Owensboro, with Rev.
It-was believed only the second time that the queen had met the $250,000 raised through regis- Buying Stations
Harold Wainscott and Rev. H.B.
duchess, who married the duke after he stepped down as King tration fees of $75 per delegate. Receipts: Act. 600 Est.
Khunle officiating.
1700
Campus Crusade, founded by Barrows
Edward VIII in 1936.
Interment was in the
and Gilts 50 cents
Bright in 1951 and with head- lower
Sows steady to 50 ( colts Memorial Gardens Cemetery
TOKYO AP i-Actor, singer Desi Arnaz Jr. says he and singer quarters in Arrowhead Springs, lower.
at Owensboro.
Calif., has chapters on 450 US 1-2
Liaz Minelli are engaged and plan to marry soon
'Parker, age 59, died Tuesday
200-230 lbs.. 26.50-27 oo
Arnaz, 19, is the son of actor Desi Arnaz and comedienne Lucille campuses and a full-time staff US 1-3 200-250 lbs., 25 75-26.50 at 8:38 p.m. at the OwensboroBall. Miss Minelli is the daughter of producer Vincent Minelli of 2,400. Bright said the Dallas US 2-4 240-260 lbs.,
25.50-26 (Xi Daviess County Hospital,
event seeks to expand chapters US
and the late singer Judy Garland.
3-4 260-280 lbs., 25.00-25 50 Owensboro. He had been in the
Miss Minellis, 23, stars in the film version of the musical to 3,000 campuses.
Sows
automobile and oil business for
"The hope for our nation and US
"Cabaret".
1-2 270.350 lbs., 210o-z200 thirty-seven years and was a
the
world
rests in a greet spiri- US 1-3
Young Arnaz is in Japan to star in the title role of a film about
300-650 lbs., 20 50-21 00 member of the Third Baptist
.thetravels of Marco Polo, "Marco". He declined Thursday to go tual awakening," he said: US 2-3 450450
lbs., 10,50-20 50 Church, Owensboro.
"People
have
tried
everything
details
marriage
plans.
about
into
Boars 17 00-20.00
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
else, now, by the -process of eliMargaret Chambers Parker of
REYKJAVIK, Iceland (API-Parliament has approved mination, they're coming back
4135-Bouttr- Avenue, Owensboro;
. legislation conferring Icelandic citizenship on pianist Vladimir to God."
one daughter, Mrs. Randolph C.
Latest
figures released by the
'Ashkenazy, a Russian defector, and 33 other foreigners.
and one granoldaughtei:.
t4rOvmt
Canada
Justice Minister Olafur Johannesson waived in Ashkenazy's
Department
of Lexington; throe sisters, Mrs.
'FOUR CITED
Agricultu
re
instate .a TAW which- requires fin cigners becoming-eitiisens of
indicate
that Jpe_. Lassiter and Mrs. TenFour persons were. cited by
Iceland to take an Icelandic name.Some members of Parliament the Murray Police Department -(75,nadi6ti farther's Spent Slniest nessee Outlahtf,, both of Murray;
had protested application of the law to the. Russian after thersday for speeding. No $43.5 million on livestock pest and Mrs. Leon Jarost of
citizenship bill was passed Thursday.
accidents or other violations control products, crop and 'cod Detroit, Mich.; three brothers,
Ashkenazy is married to an Icelandic wbtnan.
treatment and herbicides Clifford,'John, and
were reported.
Thomas
tiorin
Parker, all of Murray.

People In The News
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

Brother Local
Fawns Dies

Pentagon...
Mrs. Starks
Dies Thursday
At Age Of 56

(Conthmed from Page!)
were to have gone into effect
because of planned antiwt&
demonstrations in Washington.
Mrs. May Rozelle Starks of _The Defense Deportment said
600 Broad Street, Murray, died the scene, in 'nonrestricted
Thursday at 5:20 p.m. at the area, is two''fullcity blocks
Murray-Calloway County away fTeiln the office of Air
Hospital. She was 56 years of Foree'Secretary Robert C. Seaage and her death followed an mans Jr. in the building that
extended illness.
covers more than 30 acres.
The Murray woman was the
Master Sgt. Jack Pickrell
wife of Courtney Starks who was one of 10 persons working
died April 23, 1970. She was a in the Air Force message cenmember of the Hazel United ter 300 feet down the corridor
Besides arms limits, Nixon's Methodist Church. Mrs. Starks at the time of the blast.
"You could smell the powtalks in Moscow with Commu- was borri May 2, 1916, at Hazel
nist party Chairman Leonid I. and was the daughter of Corbett der," he said, indicating the
Brezhnev, Premier Alexei N. Ovetcast of Paris, Tenn., and blast was caused by some type
Kosygin and other Soviet lead- the late Dolly Perkins Overcast. of explosive powder. He said
Survivors are her father, dust in the corridor was so
ers are likely to range over,the
sources of East-West conflict or Corbett Overcast of Paris, thick he had trouble finding the
tension-vietnam, the Middle Tenn.; three sons, Bobby Starks restroom to see if anyone was
of Murray Route Seven, Ricky inside. No one was.
East and Europe.- Also higherthe agenda are Starks of 600 Broad Street,
"You could actually feel the
trade and
tidfllfc issues, in- Murray, and Hill Starks of building shake,"sakiCapt. Wii- -Bryon, Ga.; one Sister, Mrs. ham
cluding the Soviet and World
F. Kelly, also working in
Trade Union's lend-lease debt to Buck Enderson of Paris, Tenn.; the message center. "As soon
one
brother, Buster Overcast of as it went off, people
the United States and the
in the
Paris, Tenn.; three grand- message
Soviets' quest for U.S. credits
center rushed into the
children, Teresa, Gary, and hall and
and investment to
saw what looked like a
bolster Tammy
Starks.
their economy.
big fog bank coming down the
The funeral has been corridor."
In addition, sources with the scheduled for Saturday at two
At 1:05 a.m., five minutes
National Aeronautics and Space p.m. at the chapel of the J.H.
Administration say preliminary Churchill Funeral Home with after the blast, a caller identifying himself as "The Weathmeetings with the Soviet Union, Rev. Terry Sills and Rev.
erman," told the New York
on join space ventures have Harold Lassiter officiating.
Post:
been successful, and that Nixon
Interment will be in the
"We have just bombed the ofmay make an announcement in Murray Cemetery with the
Moscow about such coopera- arrangements by the J.H. fice of the secretary of the Air
Force in the Pentagon."
tion.
Churchill Funeral Home where
A note found in a pay-phone
As Nixon's departure date friends may call.
booth near the Post building in
neared, there were growing
New York said the blast was in
signs that the talks could proretaliation to U.S. bombing in
duce breakthrbughs on trade
Vietnam.
and economic subjects.
Similar telephone calls went
to The New York Times and radio station WBCN-FM in BosJohn Allen Caldwell of Akron, ton.
An organization known as the
Ohio, brother of Mrs. Era
Cochrum of Murray, died "Weather Underground"
suddenly this morning at 6:30 claimed responsibility for the
while visiting friends on the March 1, 1971, U.S. Capitol
State
Line Road in Graves bombing that caused 8200,000 in
Mrs. Harley Williams of
County.
His death was due to a damages. Most of the Capitol
Murray Route Three sucdamage was in an ornate restheart
attack.
cumbed this morning at 5:15 at
r00111.
Caldwell
was
66
years
of age
the Murray-Calloway County
The Army turned a specially
Hospital. She was 69 years of and a retired worker of the trained German shepherd
dog
Firestone
Rubber
Plant
at
age and her death followed an
loose in the Pentagon this
Akron.
extended illness.
The Akron man is survived by morning to sniff out explosives.
The deceased was the former
"It's going to be business as
his
wife, Mrs. Iva Caldwell of
Bessie Brandon,daughter of the
usual this morning, but we are
Akron,
Ohio;
three
daughters
,
late Jessie Brandon and Laura
going to check packages," said
Pittman Brandon. She was born Mrs. Ernestine Wise, Mrs. Gen. James. The package-inBarbara
Snyder,
and
Mrs.
January 4, 1903, in Calloway
Nellie Rose, all of Akron, Ohio; spection rule was imposed
County.
three sons, Clifton Caldwell and shortly after the Capitol bombing but was suspended last
Mrs. Williams was a member Larry Caldwell of Akron,
Ohio,
January. An order went out
of the Palestine United and Robert Caldwell
of
last Tuesday to reinstate the
Methodist Church. She was California; four sisters,
Mrs.
rule this morning.
employed as a saleslady for the Era Cochrurn of Murray,
Mrs.
Officials said some sensitive
TO. nirner Store for many Vivian Furguson of Ohio,
Mrs.
computers
years until Mr. Turner sold his Vernon Kerley
in -nearby offices
of North
business in 1947.
Carolina, and Mrs. Jewell may have been damaged.
Two-foot-square chunks of
The Murray Route Three Labor of Akron, Ohio; one
woman was married to Harley brother, Ernest Caldwell of clay brick were strewn about
the Pentagon's 10th corridor in
Williams, who survives, one Akron, Ohio; eight
grandthe E-Ring. The plaster-andDecember 25, 1944. She is also children.
brick walls from the public
survived by one stepbrother,
Funeral services will be held
Eidis Goodwin of Dexter Route- Tuesday at the Akron Baptist restroom were blown into the
One, and several nieces and Temple, Akron, Ohio, with Dr. corridor, which was flooded
with an inch of water from bronephews.
Dallas Billington and Rev.
Funeral services will be held James Moore officiating. In- ken pipes.
A 30-foot section of the wall
Sunday at two p.m. at the terment will be in the Ellet
chapel of the Max Churchill Memorial Cemetery at Akron, in the corridor was blown into
the hallway.
Funeral Home with Rev. Eura Ohio.
Nearby windows were shatMathis officiating.
Burial will be in the Elm
Friends may call at the Byrn tered. FBI agents were dusting
Grove Cemetery with the Funeral Home, Mayfield. after the wreckage for fingerprints.
Pickrell speculated the exarrangements by the Max six p.m. tonight Friday. The
Churchill Funeral Home where remains will be shipped to plosive may have been planted
friends may call after four p.m Akron for funeral and burial in a toilet; one of the toilets
was virtually disintegrated.
today (Friday ).
service on Saturday.
In a phone booth near The
New York Post printing plant,
a reporter found a letter,
signed by "Weatherman Undergroubd No. 12," saying:
• -"Today we attacked the Pentagon, the center Of the American military command. We are
WARSAW ( AP - With a scene looks bizarre, with row acting at a time when„growing
U.S. air and naval shelling are
wry smile he walloped the car's after row _.of old
creeks _Whose
dusty sideillind.said; 1.,00ks owners often fall asjeep in the being carped out against the
_
yi0innv„aze; while U.S. mines
aren't everyShing. She's a seats.
ar warships,are'lied t black
strong girl."
Now and, again a wrinkling'
To her Timer,and the stroll- of fairly new cars-attracts in- the harbors of the Democratic
Republic of Vietnam.
; while
ing crowd, ....slap" didn't seem terest.
plans for even more escalation
incongruoufaNd the other ofA Mortis Mint; 2970 British- are-being made in Washingferings in Okecie Square.
model, bOre a price tag of 124,The 32-ear-old Mercedes, 000 zlotys. An average Polish
front grill separated from one worker would have to save his
wing by a hungry layer of rust, salary for five years to pay
was up for sale in this Commu- that amount. Next to a 1939
nist capital's second-hand auto German Adler was a white
(Continued from Page!)
market.
Chevrolet, eight years old and nominee in favor of Al LeThe car's history in brief: also going for 124,000 zlotys or mieux.
built in 1940, changed hands $5,600 at the official exchange
As an apparent consequence
seven times, mileage at least rate.
John Hurst, a Bloomfield area
100,000 although the recording
Cities like Krakow and Wro- farmer, has filed as an indedieter went awry long ago, go- claw have centers for
used pendent candidate under the
ing for $750-nearly six months' autos similar to. Warsaw's.
"Freedom" banner. No Rewages to the average working
Around 8 a.m. those wanting publican is in the race..
Pole..
Almost forgotten among the
to
sell drive onto the square
Inside, the owner's wife and
many races is a quiet contest
after
paying
a
small admission
two young children patiently
for court of appeals judge in 20
waited for a buyer. Like scores fee to city authorities. By 6 Eastern
Kentucky counties.
p.m.
everyone
must
move his
of other sellers they had come
Incumbent
Edward P. Hill of
car
away
-whether sold or not.
to Okecie with the intention of
Prestonsburg is not seeking restaying until closing time. They
Few • buyers appear, mainly election and four persons are
had baskets stuffed with vacu- because everyone
is waiting for trying to take his place-three
um flasks and sandwich packs. the cheap and
popular new car Democrats and one Republican.
The square, a 20-minute drive promised by the
As in most pi in.,es,.voting
Communist
from central Warsaw, is a party leader,
Edward Gierek. is expected to be light, which
vegetabte market 'six days of Authorities hope this
entry, ex- _means she .regular.. party rolathe, week. Sundays it becomes pected. by 1974,
will herald a chinery may be .the weightiest
the IiipitaTrilibly*Place for the new era in a
country whose factor.
public selling of used autos.
main highways have scant trafPolls will be open from 6
To a stranger the whole fic.
a.m. to 6 p.m. local times.
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